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Abstract
Ureilites are an abundant non-chondritic meteorite class that are petrographically similar to
terrestrial ultramafic rocks, consisting mostly of coarse-grained olivine and pyroxene, with
remarkably low occurrence of plagioclase feldspar. This work examines a suite of ureilites
(six monomict ureilites and one polymict ureilite), primarily focusing on the mineral olivine
as a recorder of shock damage. Optical petrography and Raman spectroscopy provide context
information, and in-situ micro-X-ray diffraction (!XRD) is used to obtain quantitative
measurements of diffraction peak Full-Width-Half Maxima upon integration along the chi
direction on 2D XRD patterns. Ureilites show an increasing streak length of FWHMχ and
asterism (discrete subdomains showing spots) correlated with optical observation of
increased shock in olivine grains. A peak fitting program is also developed by Matlab to fit
complex peaks. This quantitative method contributes to a comprehensive shock classification
system specifically for ureilites. In addition, the peak-fitting method, as it is a user-friendly
design, can be easily applied to other samples for XRD analysis or spectroscopic analyses to
estimate peak locations and intensities.

Keywords
Ureilites, Shock metamorphism, Olivine, Crystallography, Micro-X-ray diffraction, Peak
fitting analysis
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Chapter 1

1

Introduction

Meteorites are rocks that are delivered to Earth from their parent body after ejection
during impact events in the inner solar system. They have been classified into two major
categories: primitive (chondrites) and differentiated (achondrites). Chondrites are
meteorites that, as a whole rock, have not been melted or differentiated. Molten or
partially molten droplets of silicate minerals formed in microgravity during flash heating
events becoming chondrules and were incorporated into chondritic parent bodies in the
early solar system. Achondrites do not have any chondrules and are similar to terrestrial
basaltic or plutonic rocks (Brearley and Jones 1998; Dodd and Hutchison 2004).
Meteorites provide useful records of the formation and evolution of other rocky
bodies in the solar system, including the record of impacts on their parent bodies via
shock deformation. The shock deformation has been systematically studied by Stöffler et
el. (1991) who presented a descriptive shock classification of chondrites by their
petrographic properties including mineralogy and textures. They used a scale of S1 to S6
to describe increasing shock stages corresponding to experimentally-derived shock
pressures. This classification has been updated recently by Stöffler et al. (2018). The
updated classification provides descriptive shock stages for different rock types including
felsic, mafic, anorthositic, ultramafic, chondrites and sedimentary rocks. For chondrites
and ultramafic rocks, the shock stages have been updated to S1 to S7. In this study, we
are looking at ureilites, a type of achondrite, that have ultramafic mineralogy and textures
similar to terrestrial metamorphic rocks.
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1.1 Overview of ureilites
Ureilites are one of the most abundant non-chondritic meteorite types that have been
found on Earth, and they are the second largest group of achondrites (Goodrich 1992;
Dodd and Hutchison 2004). The appearance of both primitive chondritic characteristics
and evidence of planetary differentiation processes make ureilites a unique type of
meteorite whose origin is still unknown. Ureilites are extremely heterogeneous in oxygen
isotope values and are similar to carbonaceous chondrites, which also makes them
distinguishable from other achondrites (Clayton and Mayeda 1988, 1996; Downes et al.
2008). Oxygen isotope for ureilites is characterized by corresponding well with CCAM
line defined by Allende CAIs and C2-C3 materials. It is distinctive to other achondrites
(Clayton and Mayeda 1988, 1996; Goodrich et al. 2004). In a study carried out by Warren
(2011), chromium isotopes from ureilitic silicates, mainly from olivine and pyroxene
grains, are plotted in the same region of planetary bodies in the inner solar system e.g,
Mars, Earth, Moon or other non-carbonaceous chondrites as well as other differentiated
materials. Such observation on Cr isotope indicates a clear affinity between ureilite and
other inner solar system reservoir (Warren 2011).
The other notable feature of ureilitic silicates is heterogeneity of the FeO/MnO
ratio (Mittlefeldt 1985). Planetary differentiation normally does not modify the ratio, and
mineral analysis of differentiated planetary samples shows somewhat a constant ratio
with a wide range of FeO abundances (Dymek et al. 1976; Mittlefeldt 1985). Such feature
is not observed on ureilitic olivine, instead of the constant ratio, plotting FeO and MnO
would see a horizontal line which indicate the heterogeneity of silicate composition
(Mittlefeldt 1985).
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Ureilites are compositionally ultramafic and consist mostly of olivine and
pyroxene (Goodrich 1992; Janots et al. 2011; Horstmann and Bischoff 2014; Goodrich et
al. 2015). The typical ureilitic texture is the so-called triple-junction texture where olivine
and pyroxene grains form 120° junctions defined by the grain boundaries (Fig.1-1). Such
texture is commonly found in metamorphic rocks and indicates a high degree of
equilibrium, implying that the rock went through long duration, high-temperature thermal
events. Poikilitic textures are also reported, defined in ureilites by olivine grains enclosed
by pigeonite, or rarely, orthopyroxene or augite (Goodrich 1992; Rubin 2006).
Ureilites also have high abundance of carbon phases such as graphite or diamond,
and accessory phases such as Fe-Ni metals and sulfides. It has been proposed that they
might be formed from carbon-rich melts because cohenite ((Fe, Ni)3C) has been observed
as inclusions in metallic spherules in ureilitic olivine and pyroxene (Goodrich and
Berkley 1986; Clayton and Mayeda 1988; Rubin 2006).
The composition of ureilites indicates that they underwent multiple melting and
cooling stages, with plagioclase being completely precipitated out and lost during these
processes (Goodrich 1992). However, compared with other achondrites, ureilites have
high abundances of trace siderophile elements, which indicates that extensive
differentiation processes for metal segregation did not happen (Goodrich 1992).
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Figure 1-1: Optical photograph with typical ureilite texture. A typical ureilitic triple
junction texture that is defined by coarse-grained olivine and pyroxene. Coarsegrained olivine and pyroxene have roughly 120° grain boundary junctions. Left is
the view under cross-polarized light (XPL) and right is the view under planepolarized light (PPL). Olivine shows irregular fractures with reduction rims.
Carbonaceous phases and interstitial silicates appear in the grain boundaries. This
is an example taken from NWA 2221 using a ZEISS Axioskop transmitted light
microscope at Western University.
Most ureilites that have been discovered are main group monomict or
unbrecciated ureilites (~95%), and the remaining 5% are polymict or brecciated ureilites.
Monomict ureilites can be subdivided into three sub-groups by various types of pyroxene:
olivine-orthopyroxene, olivine-pigeonite and olivine-augite bearing. Polymict ureilites
are more complex. They consist of lithic fragments or fragmental breccia. They can be
subdivided into two sub-groups: a). most materials are monomict-like and are texturally
and compositionally similar to monomict ureilites; b) they are lithologically different
from monomict ureilites and are highly diverse in their composition. Those materials can
be indigenous to the ureilite parent body (UBP) or non-indigenous as part of the UPB
regolith formed by impactors (Goodrich et al. 2004).

1.2 Shock metamorphism in ureilites
Shock metamorphism has been well discussed with the respect to the signatures of
ureilitic mineralogy and textures (Goodrich 1992; Rubin 2006; Warren and Rubin 2010).
Although the origin of ureilites remains controversial, it has been established that all the
ureilites were shocked with at least S2 shock stage referring to shock classification of
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ordinary chondrites by Stöffler et al. (1991) , or U-S3 according to the updated
classification for ultramafic rocks by Stöffler et al. (2018), where the pressure is 5-10
GPa and olivine shows planar fractures, irregular fractures and undulatory extinction
(Stöffler et al. 1991; Rubin 2006; Stöffler et al. 2018). Some ureilites may have
experienced higher shock that could be up to S4-S5 in 1991 classification or U-S5-S6 in
the updated ultramafic classification, where the shock caused extensive deformation in
olivine and pyroxene crystal structures showing strong mosaicism, planar fractures, or
recrystallization.
Silicate darkening is another common texture that could be found in ureilites as a
shock indicator. It is due to curvilinear trails along the grain boundaries that contain tiny
metallic Fe-Ni blebs and accessory sulfides due to dispersion in the silicate grains, thus
acting as a darkening agent that inhibits the transmission of light through the host silicate
(Rubin 2006). This texture has been observed in both pigeonite and olivine grains, and it
manifests as the silicate grains were shocked corresponding to shock stage 3 as in
ordinary chondrites (Rubin 1992; Singletary and Grove 2003; Rubin 2006).
The effects of shock have been demonstrated and discussed in various
petrogenetic models. Large-scale shock may trigger impact melting of UPB regolith,
followed by the consequent events including short-lived disequilibrium smelting, a
chemical reduction involving a fusion process that reduced metals from their ore
minerals, followed by rapid cooling. Polymict ureilites might also be formed during this
catastrophic disruption, being comprised of ejected debris (Warren and Rubin 2010;
Janots et al. 2011; Horstmann and Bischoff 2014; Goodrich et al. 2004, 2015).
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Rubin (2006) proposed four stages for ureilite formation and lateral modification
involving shock metamorphism. Stage I is formation of UPB, which is believed to be
evident from carbon-rich melts as the carbon phases are indigenous. Stage II is initial
shock, and it is believed that all the ureilites have been through this stage and some even
beyond. Stage III is “post shock annealing”. It is defined by the annealing textures on
olivine grains. ALHA 81101 (discussed below) is one of most shocked samples and is
believed to be at this stage. Coarse-grained olivine grains contain numerous individual
unstrained grains that were reported by Rubin (2006) as a typical “annealed texture”
where subdomains have healed themselves under sub-solidus conditions (Bauer 1979);
however it may remain controversial as Bischoff et al. (1999) report it as recrystallization
textures (1999). The last stage, Stage IV, is post annealing shock. It is considered as the
last shock episode on the UPB or one of its derivative ureilite asteroids before being
transferred to Earth. This final stage is mainly determined by the shock textures, e.g.
undulatory extinction or mosaic textures superimposed on the annealing textures.

1.3 Quantitative shock study of ureilites by micro-X-ray
diffraction
Understanding shock is critical to understanding the formation of ureilites,
however, defining shock stages in ureilites may result in controversy if one is solely
relying on textures and mineralogy. Diamond has been used as a signature to indicate
highly shocked histories; however, recent models explaining its origin include impact
effects that induce the transformation from graphite to diamond, but partial melting and
chemical gas condensation processes may also be a pathway for forming ureilite diamond
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under lower pressure, and diamonds have been found in low to moderate shock ureilites
as well. (Goodrich 1992; Le Guillou et al. 2010; Miyahara et al. 2015).
The other example of a meteorite with highly shocked history is ALHA 81101. It
has extreme shock textures in that all olivine is shattered into polycrystalline aggregates
and pyroxene grains are showing planar fractures and pronounced undulatory extinction.
The texture of olivine was described as recrystallization textures by Bischoff et al. in
1999; however Robbin in 2006 argued the polycrystalline texure is the result of “post
shock annealing process” (the Stage III) as some olivine grains are enlcosed by pigeonite
grains that indicate these olivines should have similar shock conditions (S3-S4). These
two processes have fundamental differences in that recrystallization requires much longer
heating and cooling time, at least equivalent temperatures, and even higher pressures
(>60GPa) with corresponding shock stage being at least S6-S7 ((Stöffler et al. 2018). In
contrast, at the similar pressure condition, the annealing process is much more rapid
(Table 1-1) (Bauer 1979).

Table 1-1 Results of heating experiments of unannealed olivine grains at
impact pressure 57 GPa
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Olivine grains are extracted from experimentally shocked dunite samples (Bauer
1979). Pressure 57 GPa is equivalent to S5 in Stöffler et al. (1991) shock
classification or S6 in updated classification in 2018. According to Bauer (1979), the
annealing process is much faster compared to recrystallization.
Herein, complementary to shock study by petrographic evidence, we use microX-ray diffraction (µXRD) to conduct a quantitative study of shock in ureilites. In short,
we are measuring olivine strain-related deformation quantitatively.
Internal fragmentation is evidence of the effect of shock on crystals. Increasing
pressure strains the crystal lattice, and breaks crystals into small block sizes that are
misoriented into mosaic subdomains. Such a mosaic spread of orientations can be
observed as streaks along the Debye rings in the 2D XRD pattern; in contrast, nondeformed crystals exhibit single spots on XRD pattern. As observed by (Hörz and Quaide
1973), when experimentally-shocked materials proceed from undisturbed single crystals
to shocked powders, crystals break into smaller misoriented subdomains, which generates
more and more smaller mosaic blocks during the transition of single crystals into
polycrystalline materials. The discrete spots on XRD patterns are increasingly extended
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into elongated arcs corresponding to the transition of single crystals to mosaic grains as
effects of shock.
“Asterism” of large grains is observed in 2D XRD as an arc of related diffraction
spots, that reflect the migration of defects or dislocations forms line dislocation or grain
boundaries as the result of resolving strain in crystal lattices (Hörz and Quaide 1973;
Izawa et al. 2011; Vinet et al. 2011). Such textures may result from annealing processes
of crystal lattices or lacking of confining pressure. Previous studies on shocked materials
reveal that there is a close correlation between shock degree and the Full-Width-Half
Maximum (FWHM) of peaks as plotted along the Debye rings or chi-direction (") of
streaking on the XRD pattern (McCausland et al. 2010, Izawa et al. 2011, Pickersgill et
al. 2015).
Increasing shock correlates with the increase of FWHM", which enables the
quantitative study of shocked materials. This methodology was successfully applied to
quantitatively analyze shock levels on meteorites, such as mosaicity for enstatite in
enstatite chondrites (Izawa et al. 2011) and for olivine and pyroxene in ordinary
chondrites (McCausland et al. 2010), as well as plagioclase in shocked lunar and
terrestrial samples (Pickersgill et al. 2015). Now we apply this methodology to study
shock effects in olivine in ureilites, as a quantitative complement to the conventional
method of defining the shock histories solely by petrographic properties. We will cross
compare the results from both aspects to examine the possible shock histories of ureilites.

9

Figure 1-2: XRD pattern of strain-related deformation in ureilite olivine. 1-2A and
1-2B are from EET 96042, a low shock ureilite. The XRD pattern shows discrete
spots as the crystal is slightly deformed. 1-2C shows LAR 04315, a moderate to
highly shocked ureilite. XRD patterns show streaks and some even show asterism. It
exhibits a higher degree of deformation such that large grains are broken into
subgrains with the migration of crystal defects. 1-2D is from ALHA 81101, a
possible highly shocked ureilite. XRD patterns show “spotty rings” or asterism
10

along arcs of chi direction. This is an extreme case that shows the results of
transition of single large crystals into polycrystalline aggregates by shock and
consequent recovery processes. It will be discussed in later sections in detail. 1-2E to
1-2G are diagrams of diffracted X-rays with the respect to different strained lattices
Flemming (2007). 1-2E is the case of diffracting spots on XRD pattern; 1-2F is a
strained lattice that produces a streak on XRD pattern. 1-2G shows the case of
discrete mosaic blocks of subdomains as the results of strain, producing asterism.

Figure 1-3: Error bar plot displaying the relationship of FWHM" and shock stages
on enstatite chondrites (Izawa et al. 2011). Orthopyroxene was selected in the study.
The error bar plot shows a positive trend of shock stages observed petrographically
and related FWHM".
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Chapter 2

2

Methods

2.1 Sample Selection
Olivine is a common mineral phase in the Earth as well as other planetary bodies. It is
magnesium iron silicate and recognized by orthorhombic crystal system with space group
Pbnm. The information can be gained by micro-X-ray diffraction analysis, which will be
discussed in detail in later section. It has two distinctive metal sites which can be filled by
Mg2+ or Fe2+ commonly. For ureilitc olivine, it is heterogeneous in its composition that
has about 76% to 92% of forsterite (Fo, magnesium olivine) (Goodrich 1992; Goodrich et
al. 2004).
The primary criterion for sample selection is to have sufficiently large olivine
grains, or have the original olivine grain boundaries still identifiable for the extremely
shocked cases. As demonstrated above, almost all the ureilites were shocked; herein, the
samples selected for this study are based on their relative shock stages as determined by
petrographic properties reported by previous researchers, and later we will make own
observations for comparison. Both monomict and polymict samples are selected so as to
have a complete range of shocked ureilites for study.
Seven samples have been selected for this study and systematically examined by
µXRD. They are Elephant Moraine 96042, Shişr 007, Northwest Africa 7059, Northwest
Africa 2221 Allan Hills A 81101, Larkman Nunatak 04315 and Elephant Moraine 88720
(Table 2-1, Fig. 2-1). Among them, EET87720 is a brecciated ureilite sample and the rest
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are monomict samples. They are from Royal Ontario Museum, NASA/JSC and Western
Meteorite Collection (Table 2-1).
Petrographic observations have been made where thin sections of the samples
were available, which will be compared with the results from peak analysis by µXRD.
Micro-Raman also has been used for preliminary examination of carbonaceous matter in
Shişr 007. Petrographic observations are made for thin section samples for comparison of
results in literature and results from XRD data.
Table 2-1 Sample list with relative shock stages.
Sample No.

Institution

Sample Form

Relative Shock Stages*

ALHA 81101

NASA/JSC Thin section

Highly shocked

LAR 04315

NASA/JSC Thin section

Moderate to highly shocked

Shişr 007

ROM

Slab

Moderately shocked

NWA 7059

ROM

Slab

Moderately shocked

NWA 2221

UWO

Thin section

Moderately shocked

EET 96042

NASA/JSC Thin section

Weakly shocked

EET 87720

NASA/JSC Thin section

Brecciated ureilite sample

*Relative shock stages are estimated by petrographic characteristics according to
Meteoritical Bulletin Database, the Meteoritical Society:
https://www.lpi.usra.edu/meteor/metbull.php. All NASA/JSC samples are Antarctic
samples.
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Figure 2-1: Seven selected samples in this study. Pictures are organized by
increasing shock stage.
Most monomict ureilites in this study has typical ureilitic mineralogy and
textures, they have coarse-grained forsterite dominant olivine and pigeonite dominant
pyroxene. These large olivine and pyroxene grains form large angle triple-junction
textures at their grain boundaries. LAR 04315, ALHA 81101 and EET 87720 are notably
distinctive regarding their petrographic properties; their shock histories with respect to
petrographic properties have been well studied and have been discussed in detail by
previous researchers. Olivine grains in LAR 04315 show strong mosaic textures and
shock-silicate darkening. This sample also has high abundance silica phases compared to
other monomict samples, and it is also confirmed by XRD analysis. ALHA 81101 has
small olivine aggregates showing recrystallized textures. EET 87720 as it is polymict
sample, it has fine-grained olivine aggregates as well as large angular clasts. The finegrained olivine aggregates textures are described by Rubin (2006) as annealed mosaicised
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texture (Goodrich 1992; Bischoff et al. 1999; Goodrich et al. 2004; Rubin 2006; Warren
and Rubin 2010; Beard et al. 2015).
It should be noted that observations from different samples of the same meteorite
may be affected by between-sample heterogeneity as the apparent shock degrees are
found to be highly variable in the minerals in impact-metamorphosed rocks (French
1998; Izawa et al. 2011). Results reported here may possibly vary with the shock
metamorphism results from previous studies, although the heterogeneity of shock damage
is usually observed as variation within any given sample (French 1998; Izawa et al 2011).

2.2 Micro X-ray diffraction
Micro X-ray diffraction (µXRD) provides a method for in situ examination of rock
samples with a range of surfaces, from irregular fractures to cut surfaces and polished
thin sections or probe mounts (Flemming 2007). This study used the Bruker D8 Discover
µXRD at Western University with a Co Kα X-ray source (λ = 1.78897 Å), producing a
beam with a nominal 300-micron diameter. Diffracted X-rays are recorded on a Vantec500 2D detector and General Area Detector Diffraction System (GADDS) software
which obtains 2D diffraction patterns similar to Debye-Scherrer film (Fig 2-2A).
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A

B

Figure 2-2: Pictures of instruments. 2-2A is Bruker D8 Discover Micro-X-Ray
Diffractometer at Western University with a Co Kα X-ray source (λ = 1.78897 Å),
and a nominal 300-micron beam diameter and a Vantec-500 2D detector with
General Area Detector Diffraction System (GADDS) software which obtains 2D
diffraction patterns. 2-2B is the ZEISS Axioskop transmitted light microscope at
Western University. The microscope is connected to a monitor which enables the
user to make observations and take petrographic images.
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As demonstrated above, non-strained crystals would exhibit spots on the 2D XRD
pattern (GADDS image), whereas strained minerals show streaks in these diffraction
patterns on GADDS images. They lie along the arc of the Debye rings, or chi direction
(χ) for each lattice plane with Miller index (hkl). When grain sizes are getting smaller as
an effect of increasing shock pressure, the XRD pattern will be streaks. Larger subgrains
produce “asterism” or rows of spots as mosaic block sizes get bigger, streaks are no
longer sufficient to describe such deformation. These XRD patterns are further selected
and integrated along chi-direction as a function of intensity. FWHMχ is measured for
quantitative analysis of shock deformation in ureilite olivine.

Figure 2-3: Illustration of Bragg’s Law. Bragg’s Law treats diffracted rays as
reflections. AB and DE are incoming X-rays and BC and EF are diffracted X-rays.
Distance between lattice planes (hkl) is dhkl and it can be determined by Bragg’s
Law as the equation shown above. In the equation, spacing distance dhkl can be
calculated by diffraction angle θ and wavelength λ.
X-ray diffraction analysis is based on the observation that the ordered
arrangements of atoms in crystalline matter act as a diffraction grating for photons with
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wavelengths similar to typical lattice plane spacings, i.e. X-rays. Bragg diffraction or
Bragg Law was proposed by Lawrence Bragg with his father William Henry Bragg in
1913. The law describes a special type of diffraction at lattice planes where incident rays
are diffracted in a reflection pattern (Fig 2-3) at the certain incident angle theta (θ) with
its incoming X-ray wavelength (λ). The diffracted rays from lattice planes are separated
by interplanar spacing distance (d spacing, dhkl) (Bragg and Bragg 1913). It is a powerful
tool to study crystal structures in the form of X-ray diffraction.
XRD data for all samples was collected by omega scan mode such that the X-ray
source (θ1) and detector (θ2) are rotating through omega angle (&), maintaining a fixed 2θ
angle. Source and detector rotate clockwise (as viewed in Figure 2-2A), and the
mathematical equation can be simplified as: θ1 + & + θ2 - & = 2θ, where 2θ angle is
maintained constant. If we use the detector as the frame of reference, it appears that
samples are rotating – &, which enables more lattice planes to satisfy the Bragg’s Law
(Flemming 2007). To maximize collecting area, we used θ1 = 14.5°, θ2 = 20.5° and
omega =10° for Frame 1; θ1 = 37°, θ2 = 43° and omega =16° for Frame 2. For each
frame, the data is collected for 1 hour, taking 2 hours per target.
The µXRD data is integrated along 2θ direction for analyzing diffraction pattern
and along chi direction for measuring FWHMχ (Fig 2-4). The primary analysis and
measurements are done by Bruker AXS DiffracPLUS EVA™ software. For this study,
olivine grains are primarily examined. After olivine phases have been confirmed on the
diffractometer data (Fig 2-4A), multiple Miller indices are identified and selected by 2θ
values. The corresponding XRD patterns would be integrated along chi direction for
measuring FWHMχ (Fig 2-4). Petrographic observations were made by ZEISS Axioskop
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transmitted light microscope at Western University (Fig. 2-2B). The microscope
functions with Nikon NIS-Elements software, which enables image acquisition. Peaks are
further analyzed by Matlab®.

A

o

(021), 2θ = 27.465

B

C

2θ
# direction

500!m

D

Figure 2-4: Example of diffractometer data, XRD pattern in GADDS, and target
context photo with integrated peak of XRD pattern. 2-4A is diffractometer data
integrated along 2θ direction as shown in 2-4B, mineral phases are identified at this
step by comparing the standard ICDD cards in the database. Best matched lattice
planes are selected by 2θ values for further measurements; 2-4B is a GADDS image
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that is showing the diffraction pattern of XRD data of a target; 2θ direction is
shown as the arrow, and chi direction is along the arcs. 2-4C is the target olivine
image. 2-4D Peak integrated along chi direction for measuring FWHMχ. The peak
is generated by integrating along chi direction on the GADDS image after selection
of lattice plane, (021), as shown in Fig. 2-4A and Fig. 2-4B. The preliminary
measurement is done by EVA. FWHMχ for this peak is 4.71°.
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Chapter 3

3

Best Fit Program Design for Complex XRD Peaks

3.1 Executive summary
Full-width-half-maxima of peaks are useful quantitative measurements to reflect peak
shapes. These measurements have been used in the recent shock studies to analyze their
effects on crystal lattices that are non-uniformly strained by the hyper impact pressure
during shock events (McCausland et al. 2010, Izawa et al. 2011, Pickersgill et al. 2015).
The conventional analysis involves measuring integrated XRD patterns along Debye
rings. The measurements are done by EVA software, which provides a direct and
efficient measurements. However, if crystal lattices are non-uniformly strained by shock,
they show complex diffraction patterns and integrated peaks have complex peak shapes.
Under such circumstances, measurements from EVA are less reliable as it does not have
ability to fit these complex peaks. A previous study by McCraig et al. (2017) developed
“cut-paste” fashion fitting program in Microsoft Excel®. Working with large datasets, it
becomes less easy and efficient to work in Excel, herein, this study intends to redesign a
user-friendly, high efficiency and data compatibility fitting program by Matlab. The
study primarily uses XRD data as examples fit by Lorentzian and Gaussian distribution
equations. The study uses samples that are representative of low to moderate shock cases
and high shock cases to discuss different fitting models. At the end of study, it assesses
the fitting results statically and provides a result assessment table for future users.
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3.2 Introduction
Full-width-half-maximum of peaks integrated along chi direction (FWHMχ) is a useful
tool to analyze strain-related deformation on the crystal lattice. The conventional way of
measuring FWHMχ is done by EVA software, distributed with Bruker XRD systems. It
provides a fast and direct approach to make the measurements by defining measuring
areas and baselines of background (Fig 3-1). EVA is efficient especially for smooth and
symmetrical peaks because the background is clear and peak shapes are simple.
Nevertheless, it becomes somewhat problematic when dealing with noisy peaks and
asymmetrical peaks. Noisy peaks, e.g. Fig.3-1B, are peaks with low signal to noise ratio
(SNR), and some of them tend to have an uneven background. It is difficult for EVA to
define baselines in this case, which results in less accurate FWHMχ measurements.
Asymmetrical peaks are peaks that are hybrid with multiple individual peaks and they are
overlapped and stacked together (Fig. 3-1). Another type of peak that may produce the
smaller measurements is the pseudo-symmetrical peak (Fig. 3-1C). It is symmetrical in
geometry; however, the peak shape is poorly defined. The reason for the issue is the nonuniform strain deformation on crystal lattices as shown in Fig. 2 (Hörz and Quaide 1973,
Vinet et al. 2011).
EVA does not have the function to separate peaks from the overlapped peak to
make individual measurements. Instead, it provides a robust method to compute the
selected area and measure their FWHMχ. The measurements solely depend on maximum
intensity in selected area and the background as defined by users. Such measurements
ignore the results from other peaks that have lower intensities compared to the highest
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peaks (Fig 3-1 A and B). It results in smaller apparent values, “apparent” FWHMχ,
compared to actual values.

Figure 3-1: Examples of different complex and asymmetrical peaks for low to
moderate shock grains in ureilite NWA 2221. X axis in Fig 3-1A to Fig 3-1C is in chi
degree an Y axis is intensity. Fig 3-1A shows an asymmetrical peak integrated from
a streak-like XRD pattern on GADDS image (Fig 3-1D). Fig 3-1B shows lower
intensity and asymmetrical peaks corresponding to Fig 3-1E. Despite its low
intensity, the peak shape is clearly defined, and the peak intensity is above the
background. Fig 3-1C shows a “pseudo-symmetrical” peak, however the peak shape
is not well defined. Instead of a single peak, it is more likely to be a peak overlapped
by individual peaks. All these samples are measured showing their apparent
FWHMχ preliminarily by EVA: Fig 3-1A is 1.17°, Fig 3-1B is 1.36°, and Fig 3-1C is
2.48°. As demonstrated above, EVA computes FWHM based on the maximum
intensities, herein, other smaller peaks are ignored (cases for A and B).
As FWHMχ is essential to quantify the shock by micro XRD, in this study, a new
method is proposed and developed to make measurements for complex peaks and prevent
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erroneous apparent measurements. It uses simple mathematical concepts to empirically
restore and remodel overlapped complex peaks and provide peak information including
location, intensity and width. As the program itself is intended to be permutable, it has
ability to adapt to other types of XY data, such as time series or spectra and is open to
substitution of the operation function based on user’s needs. EVA is proprietary and
expensive compared to Matlab, as Matlab is widely available and is easy to convert to
other programming languages, e.g. python.

3.2.1 Previous work and development of fitting method in Matlab
The work of fitting spectrum peaks has been done in a previous study (McCraig et al.
2017). The study used Microsoft Excel software as operation workplace in a “cut-andpaste fashion” to fit infrared spectrum data. The work has high fitting ability; however,
one may encounter massive workloads when working with Excel, such that it is not
sufficiently user-friendly and efficient to work with. Matlab uses a matrix-based
operational structure and coding-style workplace which enables users to process data by
editing and modifying codes in matrix format. Programming in Matlab provides an
efficient way for data analysis; it is able to separate overlapped peaks and to make
measurements for individual peaks. It has the ability to make calculations with high
computational speed and it is efficient when coping with massive datasets. The key
concept of designing the program is permutability. The core function is changeable to
satisfy user’s needs.
Instead of EVA’s “apparent” FWHMχ, the updated measurement made by Matlab
is “Sum of FWHMχ for N peaks”. This programming work was initially done and tested
on NWA 2221 olivine XRD data at (130) and (112) lattice planes with Lorentzian
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distribution function. To improve the fitting ability and to check the validity of the
method, two more meteorites were tested by the program with Lorentzian distribution
function. They are moderate to high shock ordinary chondrites, Shelburne (L5, S3) and
Etter (L3, S5) respectively (Chen and El Goresy 2000; Sato et al. 2000; van Drongelen et
al. 2010; Wilson and McCausland 2012). Shock stages here are based on shock
classification by (Stöffler et al. 1991). In this study, the peak fitting method is applied to
the seven ureilite samples including two moderate to high shock samples, LAR 04315
and ALHA 81101.
The core function is improved by testing on various samples. The program can
efficiently fit peaks that are integrated by distribution functions, e.g. Lorentzian,
Gaussian, or their mixtures. For Gaussian-Lorentzian mixtures, it has been tested on fixed
proportion as well as auto-refined proportion. For all models, it can return empirical peak
location, intensity, and half width. Besides XRD data, it has ability to fit with other XY
data as long as the background can be defined. As the core function is designed to be
substitutable, therefore, one can modify or change it to satisfy different fitting needs.

3.3 Methods
This study is based on previous peak fitting development work (McCraig et al. 2017) and
redesigns the peak fitting program in Matlab. The program is primarily designed for
micro-X-ray diffraction data (!XRD) for shock metamorphosed meteorites. These
samples have their crystal lattices non-uniformly strained by shock. Increasing shock
would see diffraction patterns changing from discrete spots into extended streaks along
the Debye rings. The degree of mosaicity on crystals is increased and defects or
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dislocations would migrate to grain or subgrain boundaries. For some extreme cases
when subgrains are large enough, the diffraction patterns would show “asterism” (Hörz
and Quaide 1973; Flemming 2007; Izawa et al. 2011; Vinet et al. 2011). Extremely high
degree of shock would result in annealing or recrystallization of deformed crystals, which
produces small polycrystallites and forms “spotty rings” as X-ray diffraction patterns.
Integration of XRD data along chi direction by GADDS uses a trigonometric function
with 2-theta and chi angles. Lorentzian function is primarily used as the core function for
peak fitting for low to moderate shock samples. These samples mainly exhibit spots or
streaks on their XRD patterns (Fig 3-1). For highly shocked cases with much complex
diffraction patterns, integration of such patterns would produce numerous peaks either
strongly overlapped with each other or aligning on chi axis (Fig3-2). Under such
circumstances, Lorentzian function will add too much intensity on its tail as a result of
the nature of shape of Lorentzian distribution peaks. Therefore, for highly shocked cases,
a certain proportion of Gaussian function is used with Lorentzian function to fit these
complex peaks as Gaussian peaks have thinner tails (Fig.3-3). Gaussian-Lorentzian Mixer
is developed in this program by rewriting and combining these two distribution functions.
In a later section, a discussion in detail will explore how these equations would affect
the fitting results. It will assess results statistically and will also provide a result
assessment for future users.
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Figure 3-2: An extreme shock olivine grain in ALHA 81101 and its XRD pattern,
highlighting lattice (130). On the GADDS 2D image (lower right), lattice (130) is
showing “spotty ring” or “asterism”, and a simple streak is no longer sufficient to
describe the grain deformation. Integration along the chi direction produces
numerous small peaks that are overlapping or distributed accordingly along the chi
direction. Pure Lorentzian function is no longer efficient on fitting such peaks as it
adds too much intensity on its tail.

3.4 Construction of empirical fitting models
As discussed above, the program is based on the comprehensive mathematical functions
and organized in matrix format in order to operate by Matlab. The following section will
discuss in detail how it constructs core functions for operation as well as matrices in
order to operate by Matlab.
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3.4.1 Mathematical functions, matrix construction and peak shapes
3.4.1.1

Lorentzian and Gaussian function

Lorentzian and Gaussian as two fundamental distribution equations are used in this study
to analyze peaks integrated from XRD data. To simplify matrix construction,
conventional Lorentzian and Gaussian equations are used. Distribution functions can be
easily derived by given empirical peak location, width, and maximum intensity. Two
equations are rewritten and shown below.
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Eq 1 is conventional Lorentzian function, Eq 3 is simplified Gaussian function,
where I is intensity, S is width, and x0 is location of peak at the highest intensity.
By their definition, peak widths at half height is different for each function but
can be easily determined from equations respectively. FWHM for Lorentzian equation is
2S; and FWHM for Gaussian equation is 2S*(ln2)0.5 which is approximately equal to
1.655S. These two distribution functions are different in shapes that Lorentzian function
has fatter tails compared to Gaussian function.
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3.4.1.2
Operation function and matrix construction for low to
moderate shock case
Peaks from low shocked cases normally are single peaks or peaks have relatively higher
symmetry. A pure Lorentzian equation is used to construct the operation function and
matrix for low to moderate shock cases. The expression is noted as below.
(UV

;(*) = T '( (*; *,( , .( , /( ) ,

89. O

(U:

Depending on the number of empirical peaks, it will sum Eq.1 up to have Eq. 5,
and F(x) in Eq.5 is the operation function that will be used in the “black box” for
constructing matrices and fitting peaks in the later processes. It will return the apparent
sum of intensity for any given point; for calculation of FWHM, it will return
∑n(FWHMχn)Lorentzian. It should be noted here that the equation has no background
calibration. Therefore, high quality data is necessary.
Normally, the apparent intensity is coming from noise and signal functions (as in
Eq.6) (Mierzwa and Pielaszek 1997). Intensity from Nnoise(x) can be from multiple
sources, e.g. instrumental error, sample displacement error or intrinsic sample flaws.

ℱ (*) = ;MXE(K'(*) + V(@XMB(*),

89. Q

Since Eq. 5 does not involve any background and noise calibration, it is important to have
an assumption that the signals are greatly larger than noise, and it would be safe to
assume that signal intensity is approximately equal to apparent intensity that is collected
by instrument (Eq. 7 and Eq. 8.). This noise function describes all the unwanted signals in
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the dataset such as instrumental error or sample error. Herein, it is important to have good
quality data that the data signals are greatly larger than unwanted noise signals.

Y(Z ) ≪ \ (Z ), 89. ]
\ (Z ) ≅ ℱ (Z ), 89. _
For N peak, it requires N*3 initial guess to operate the function for the number of
N peaks in the empirical model as each of them needs three coefficients. These initial
values are organized into N*3 matrix format in Matlab when being input:

The matrix is ordered by column of coefficient of width, location and intensity
respectively. N*3 parameters in total would be input and refined by the program. All
refined values would be stored for further references and calculation.

3.4.1.3
Operation function and matrix construction for highly
shocked case
For highly shocked cases XRD patterns show “asterism” or “spotty rings”. The pure
Lorentzian fit is no longer suitable as the Lorentzian peaks have fatter tails and would
add too much intensity on their tails. In this case, the operation function is modified, and
it will involve certain proportion of Gaussian function. As discussed in section 3.11, two
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simplified distribution functions will be combined as a new operation function. The new
function is shown as below:

`(*) = L ∗ E( (*; *,( , .( , /( ) + (: − L)
∗ '( (*; *,( , .( , /( )

89. a

where fn(x) is the Gaussian-Lorentzian Mixture for the n-th peak, whereas u is proportion
of Gaussian function involved in this mixture. It is pre-set that the sum of proportions are
equal to 1, hence, the proportion for Lorentzian is (1-u).
For constructing operation function for the number of N peak, it is achieved
simply by summing up the Eq. 9. The new equation is shown below:
(UV

;(*) = T L ∗ E( + (: − L) ∗ '( + b, 89. :,
(U:

Although the heterogeneity of shock exists at the scale of a rock, the scale of
lattice plane is much smaller compared to the whole rock. To simplify the problem and
equation, it is assumed that the effect of shock is homogeneous at the scale of lattice
planes for a certain target. Hence, for any given pattern, it is assumed that all fitting peaks
have the same proportion of Gaussian function in their mixtures. However, the variable u
can be refined differently for different XRD patterns.
As peaks are getting complex for highly shocked cases, numerous peaks would
contribute more intensity on background, such that it is worthwhile to involve a
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simplified background factor in the operation function for better fitting results. Therefore,
Z is used as a coefficient for background that will be refined along with fitting peaks. It is
refined as polynomial functions. To simplify the equation, it takes zero-order of
polynomial function, which means it will be refined as a constant in this case. The
parameter matrix is constructed as below:

[S1

x01

I1

S2

x02

I2
……

Sn

x0n

In]

The parameter matrix is the same to the low shocked cases, it has N*3 variables to
refine. In addition to that, it has a shape matrix to store the coefficients of u and Z:

[u,

Z]

For highly shocked cases, or for “asterism” and “spotty rings”, two matrices are
constructed, a parameter matrix and shape matrix respectively. It will be 3N+2
parameters refined in total in this case.

3.4.1.4

Peak shapes and Full-Width-Half Maxima

As discussed in the previous section, the two distribution equations show differences in
their shapes. Lorentzian function has wider tails and FWHM (Fig 3-3). As variable u, the
proportion of Gaussian function, is decreasing from 1 to 0, their mixtures experience the
changes from pure Gaussian to pure Lorentzian. The mixture peak shape is getting wider
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on tails and FWHM increases accordingly. Hence, for any mixtures given their location,
intensity and width, FWHMs should be within the range of (1.655S, 2S) where S is the
given width. FWHM-Gaussian is 0.8275 in proportion to FWHM-Lorentzian. The
maximum difference is 0.345S. In the program, the peak width is measured by defining
left and right points at half peak height. The overall result from the program is the sum of
all individual measurements for empirical peaks.
To put this observation in the context, Fig 3-4 shows the fitting results of a
target from LAR 04315 with different operation functions. The 2D XRD pattern for this
target is typical asterism. Optical observation shows visible subdomains of olivine large
olivine grain and it has mosaic texture. Such asterism patterns can be observed on both
GADDS images. These observations qualitatively show the effect of shock on crystal
lattices that leads to the migration of defects to form subgrains. Fig 3-4 A to D shows
results from four peak fitting operation functions: pure Lorentzian, pure Gaussian, halfhalf, and refined proportion of Mixtures. Among the four fittings, refined proportion of
Mixtures show the best fitting results with the lowest Normalized RMSE, 0.1186
compared to 0.2891 of pure Lorentzian, 0.1971 of pure Gaussian and 0.1860 of half-half.
Despite some deviations on the areas with lower intensity, the overall intensity is fitted
well with the refined proportion Mixture model. A later section will discuss in detail the
Gaussian-Lorentzian Mixtures fitting program and the assessments of the outcomes from
this fitting program.
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Figure 3-3: Effect of u, proportion of Gaussian, and peak shape. This figure shows
the peak shape differences with the respect to the different function and their
mixtures. It illustrates peaks at a given location, x0 = 0 and, a given intensity I = 40.
Blue line is Lorentzian and brown line is Gaussian. Their mixtures are illustrated as
change of 0.1 of u from 1 to 0. The mixtures are getting wider when decreasing this
variable.
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Figure 3-4: Comparison of different fit models. Lar 04315, where the XRD patterns
are showing “spotty rings” as in Fig. 3-4E with its target picture and optical image.
X axis in Fig 3-4A to D is chi degree and Y axis is intensity. Fig. 3-4A is pure
Lorentzian model, the overall intensity is uplifted and overestimated. Normalized
RMSE, which will be discussed in later section, is about 0.29 that means the fitting
needs to improve or we simply reject. Fig. 3-4B is pure Gaussian model, the overall
fitting is improved, however, the fitting intensity is lowered for some major peaks.
FWHM-Gaussian is increased, because model needs larger Gaussian peaks to
balance the intensity on the tails. Normalized RMSE is below 0.2, it means it is
acceptable but may be able to improve. Fig. 3-4C is Gaussian-Lorentzian Mixtures
with half-half proportion, normalized RMSE dropped by 0.01 which means it is a
little better; Fig. 3-4D is refined proportion of Gaussian-Lorentzian Mixtures, u is
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about 0.18 after refining. It means the model has about 18% of Gaussian and 72%
of Lorentzian. Normalized RMSE is dropped to 0.12. It can be considered as
relatively good fit for the highly shocked cases like this.

3.5 Fitting program design in Matlab
This section will introduce how to construct the peak fitting program in Matlab,
with an example to demonstrate the working progress.
The program is subdivided into three steps for designing (Fig. 3-5). In general, it
requires preliminary processing before fitting. XRD data is processed preliminarily by
EVA and is later converted into .dat file by third-party software. This conversion is
necessary but not limited to a .dat file as the propose is to make XRD data workable for
Matlab. Matlab supports various data formats including Excel spreadsheet, dat file, and
CSV file (comma separated values) etc. File type .dat is chosen in this study. Preliminary
processing also involves selection of peaks, i.e. the local maxima, for constructing peak
matrices. These matrices will be passed to the next step for fitting. The main process of
fitting is integrated together in a “black box” fashion so that users do not need to cope
with massive dataset and codes, and the program will return the results automatically
when fitting is complete. It will assess the results at the end and provide assessments for
users.
Design of the program involve functions that are developed based-on-needs and it
also cooperates with functions that are indigenous to Matlab. A flow chart illustrated as
below is showing the general working processes (Fig 3-5).
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Figure 3-5: Flow chart of designing the peak fitting program in Matlab. It has three
mains steps to complete peak fitting for XRD data.

3.5.1 Preliminary process
Here, an example from ALHA 81101 of lattice plane (122) is used for
demonstration (Fig 3-6). The 2D XRD pattern is an example of “asterism” and “spotty
rings” as results of recovery processes after shock. Integration of this pattern are shown
in Fig 3-7. As in Fig 3-7, it has numbers of peaks distributed on X-axis and is not
efficient to measure their FWHM by EVA.
The first step in Preliminary Process is to make selection of the fitting area. It can
be made in Matlab simply by redefining limits on X axis. This step also involves level the
background to the baseline (to zero) by modify values on Y axis. Such modification of
baseline is not necessary for high intensity peaks, but it will help to improve the overall
fitting for low intensity or low SNR peaks (Fig. 3-6A).
Peak selection is cooperated by “[peaks, location] = findpeaks (data, x,…)”
function in Matlab. The function is to find local maxima of input data signal. It provides
further constrains to screen peaks including “MinPeakHeight”, “MinPeakDistance”, and
“MinPeakWidth” etc. “MinPeakHeight” and “MinPeakDistance” are used in this project
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for determination of minimum peak height and distance in data signal. By adjusting the
constrain values, most of peaks can be found by the function. The results, peak height and
location, will be stored into two N*1 column matrices (Fig. 3-7B).
Although majority of peaks can be automatically found and stored, there are a few
of peaks overlapping with other peaks on their shoulders that cannot be found by the
“findpeaks” function. They are not “local maxima”, however, the slopes on shoulders are
dramatically changed which can be easily observed by eye-observation. It indicates the
existence of merged peak (Fig.3-7B). Herein, it is better to add these “merged peaks”
along with the other peaks for fitting. It may never be possible to find all the peaks,
however, by adding empirical peaks that are defined by peak signatures, it would greatly
help to improve the fitting and return much accurate fitting results. Therefore, in addition
to the “findpeaks” function, manually picking peaks function also includes in the
preliminary process to find these overlapped peaks (Fig. 3-7C).

Figure 3-6: XRD pattern and target picture of ALHA 81101, Target 10. Fig. 3-6A
shows the 2D XRD pattern on GADDS image, with lattice plane (122) noted on the
image at 2θ ~ 46.5°. They are showing “spotty rings” which indicate that they have
been highly shocked. Two “spotty rings” have been observed on GADDS images,
however, they have quite large separation between each other on chi direction
(>10°) that may indicate these two “spotty rings” are coming from separate olivine
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grains. It is also noted on Fig. 3-6B that the beam is targeting the region nearing
boundaries in olivine grain, and original grain boundaries are identifiable and
rimmed by dark matter. This observation corresponds well with “spotty rings” on
XRD pattern. Red circle indicates the nominal beam size of 300 µm.

A

B
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C

Figure 3-7: XRD data imported into Matlab and preliminary process. The XRD
data is integrated by GADDS from the example of Fig. 3-6A, lattice plane (122) part
1. Blue peaks are before selecting fitting area and the light brown peaks are after
selecting a smaller region (expanding). After selection, all peaks are distributed on
an expanded X axis with no vacant space, to define starting points for the further
fitting. Signals are not changed in Y direction as they have considerably high
intensity and high SNR. Fig. 3-7B Peaks are selected by “findpeaks” function.
“MinPeakHeight” is set to 150 and “MinPeakDistance” is set to default (0.1). 19
peaks have been found by the function. However, as annotated by the red circle, the
slopes for these peaks have been changed and shoulders are widened, which
indicates peaks might be merged to adjacent peaks. Fig. 3-7C Four peaks (on the
shoulders) have been manually added into original selection as noted by light brown
stick plots. Approximate locations and intensities are estimated for these empirical
peaks. In total 23 peaks would be refined in the further analysis.
After adding the selected peaks, if satisfied, then the Parameter Matrix will be
generated. It will be combined with the Shape Matrix ([u, Z]), for instance of a highly
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shocked samples, to generate a Peak Matrix for peak fitting. It is an intermediate matrix
that will be combined with other matrix for fitting. The initial values of the Shape Matrix
are set to zero, and they will be refined later. A Coefficient Matrix, [aw, al, ai], helps to
refine peak width, location and intensity respectively. It will be combined in Refining
Matrix in later processes. All empirical peaks are signed with the same width, location
and intensity coefficients, because it is presumed that, at crystal lattice scale for a single
target, the damaged crystal lattice plane diffracts X-rays in the similar pattern and
therefore these peaks have similar conditions.

[S1

[x0,1

[I1

aw* S2

al* x0,2

ai* I2

……
Sn]

x0,n]

In] [u, Z]

The Coefficient Matrix is crucial for fitting results as it helps empirical model to
refine peaks. Coefficients aw and ai will be refined in range of [0, 1] with 0.1 step;
coefficient al will be not be refined or only refined for certain cases, therefore it is set to
1 (al = 1). It needs to be clarified that location will be still refined accordingly with other
parameters, but their coefficients are set to 1.
As demonstrated above, current accuracy of coefficient aw and ai is 0.1, which means the
program will run 10*10 times to find the best pair for fitting results. It is possible to
increase the accuracy, e.g., to 0.05 or 0.02 etc., however, the calculation time is
compromised as the program needs to run 20*20 times for 0.05 accuracy and 50*50
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times for 0.02 accuracy. Herein, this study uses 0.1 accuracy. The further assessments
show the possibility of increasing accuracy by constraining the fitting range, and it will
be discussed in later sections. Fig. 3-8 shows the detailed flow chart for the process for
preliminary peak fitting.

Figure 3-8: Chart of preliminary process. Legend is noted in the left corner.

3.5.2 The “Black Box” process
The Refining Matrix is processed in the “black box”, where all the fitting and
measurements will take place. It has two major operations: peak fitting processes and
measuring the sum of full-width-half-maximum from the results from previous operation.
The peak fitting function is built on customized Matlab function of “[fitobject,
gof] = fit(x, y, fittype)”. This function provides quick fitting results with input signal data
and specified fit type. Fit type is type model for fitting process. Matlab itself has preset
models in its library, it includes polynomial models up to 9 orders, surface fitting models,
Fourier Series models, and up to 8 Gaussian models etc. These models are suitable for
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quick fitting of signal data or other peak data; however, as this project systematically
studies shock metamorphism in minerals, the fitting model is customized by users based
on the mathematics discussed above. Herein, Eq 1 is used as fitting function for low to
moderate shock cases or for spots or streaks as referring to XRD patterns; Eq 10 is used
as fitting model for moderate to high shock cases for “spotty rings” or “asterism” as
referring to XRD patterns.
In addition to the fit type, lower bounds and the minimum coefficients refined by
program are also constrained and set to zero as all refining coefficients, except for
background (Z in Eq. 10), should not be negative; and starting points for initial values are
set by the Refining Matrix as demonstrated above. The start points will help fit functions
to find accurate peak width, positions and intensity for the input signal data. As the
results of fitting, it stores the fitted models as “fitobject” in the table format, and users can
retrieve it any time before quitting the program. Default goodness-of-fit (GOF) in Matlab
has standard statistics: sum of squares due to error (sse), R-squared coefficient of
determination (rsquare), degrees of freedom in the error (dfe), degree-of-freedom
adjusted coefficient of determination (adjrsqaure), and root mean squared error (rmse).
Here, two of them are taken as preliminary assessments for fitting results: root-meansquared error (rmse) and R-squared value.
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Root-mean-squared error (RMSE) is often used to measure the differences of
observed values and modeled values. By normalizing RMSE, it enables users to compare
the differences between datasets. Herein, it is normalized by dividing the average
intensity of XRD signals in the fitting area in this study (Eq. 12).
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By normalizing RMSE, it provides an assessment for comparing the goodness of
fit. The results of fits are better when the value gets smaller. Although there is no
category of Normalized RMSE to assess what an acceptable fit is, by testing upon various
samples and making experiencing measurements, an “Acceptable Fit” in this study is
artificially determined as 0.2.
The 0.2 of Normalized RMSE is a cut-off for preliminary fitting, especially for
low intensity or low SNR signals with unbalanced background. When the value is larger
than 0.2, it means that overall fitting is either adding too much intensity or lacking
sufficient intensity compared to the signal data. Some peaks may not be suitably picked,
or the empirical model has too many arbitrary peaks. It requires users to either modify the
fitting model or improve the quality of original signals. When the value is within [0.15,
0.2], it means the results is acceptable. Majority signal peaks are fitted but some of them
may be missed. The fitting results are not terribly affected by these missing peaks. When
the value is smaller than 0.15, it can be deemed as “Good Fit”. In this case, overall
intensity is suitable fitted including major signal peaks and low intensity peaks. The
fitting results thus are having high reliability. The example discussed in previous section
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(Fig. 3-4A to Fig.3-4D) is showing the transition from “Reject” to “Good Fit” as the
Normalized RMSE is dropped from 0.29 to 0.12 by improving the fit model. The value
for “Excellent Fit” is below 0.1 and for some extreme cases, this value can be as low as
below 0.05.
As an improvement of fit models or selection of fitted peaks, it is possible to have
low Normalized RMSE for the majority of high SNR peaks, as low as 0.1. An R-squared
value also provides a reference for goodness of fit. However, it is best suited for linear
regression models (Cameron and Windmeijer 1997). Non-modified R-squared value can
only provide vague assessments for non-linear models. In this work, the math of Rsquared value is not further modified, and it is only used as a supplemental reference to
Normalized RMSE in goodness-of fit.
These observations on assessment values are organized in Table 3, and they are
used to classify “Good Fit” in this study.
Table 3-1 Table of Normalized RMSE
Conditions

Normalized
RMSE

R-squared

Reject

>0.2

<0.98

Acceptable* (low intensity and
low SNR)

0.15-0.2

0.98-0.99

Good Fit* (general cases)

0.15 -0.1

0.98-0.99

Excellent Fit

<0.1

>0.99

Some extremely good cases

<0.05

>0.99
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*Value for “Acceptable” is for cases of low intensity or low SNR peak, the
associated R-squared values need to be larger than 0.98. Values for “Good Fit” are
for cases of signals that have considerable good intensity or SNR. All the values are
based on past experience developing and fitting with complex peaks.
Matlab provides quick calculation of residuals of fitting results, and it is also
functioned to visualize. The upper and lower limits are defined by the positive and
negative average of overall intensity of data (+Average(I) and –Average(I)). The
baseline, zero line, is set as a standard to visualize deviation of model data from signal
data.
As demonstrated above, the program will be refined100 times operated by width
and intensity coefficients at accuracy of 0.1 to find the best pair. Fig 3-9 shows the fitting
results returned by the program. Fig 3-9A shows the progress of 100 times fitting. Fig 39B is returned preliminary results of top three choices. All fitting results, including fitting
models, coefficients and goodness of fit, will be stored as a structured table for the future
reference. It is able to retrieve them from the matrix to review and compare the results
before quitting the program. Measurements have also been made and stored at this point
in a matrix format. All these matrices will be passed to the next step, the Result Step, for
the further analysis, and at this point, all processes in the “black box” have been
completed.
The detailed flow chat is shown in Fig 3-10.
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Figure 3-9: Fitting processes of 100 attempts in Matlab. In Fig. 3-9A, the program
iterates through 100 times fitting (top) and the best results from them are selected;
under the main plot is residual plots (bottom, in blue). Fig. 3-9B is the preliminary
results from fitting. Three top choices have been selected and they are plotted with
data. In the figure, all three fits are considerably good, and all peaks that we
selected from the previous section have been fitted including merged peaks we
picked by observation as shown by the stick plot. Residual plots are below the main
plot, again, they are showing nice fitting results.
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Figure 3-10: Detailed flow chart of processes in “Black Box”. Blue color represents
the processed of fitting operation and purple color represents the processes of
measuring sum of FWHM# from the fitting results. As noted in the diagram, the
core operation function is in red. It is permutable to other functions including
different distribution functions or other non-linear models.

3.5.3 The Result processes
All measurements from the previous processes are passed to the last stage of program. At
this stage, these results will be re-selected based on the assessments discussed in previous
section.
As fitting is completed, it picks three fits that have the lowest Normalized RMSE
and it also returns the corresponding measurements including GOF and sum of FWHM.
Fig. 3-11 shows these three selections with plots of individual peaks that are fitting with
the original XRD data. The overall intensity has been suitably fitted including low
intensity peaks. The results are fitted well with high intensity peaks without adding extra
intensity for all three fits.
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Figure 3-11:Top three choices from fitting results. In all three figures, X axis is in
chi degree and Y axis is intensity. 3-11A, B, and C are showing the top three results
individually. Dark line in the main plots are XRD data, pink dash lines are fitted
plots. Fitting peaks, 23 peaks in total, are also plotted in the main plots. Again, the
residuals are close to the zero line.
Table 3-2 shows statistics of fitting generated automatically by the program. It has
information of GOF and the run number of finding these fits. According to Table 3-2, all
three fits have very low Normalized RMSE that are below 0.1, which falls into “Excellent
Fit” referring the fit classification in Table 3. Meanwhile, they have high R-squared
values.
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Table 3-2 Statistics of fitting for the top three fits

The table is generated returned automatically by the program. These fits are
selected by corresponding Normalized RMSE with the references of R-squared
values. They all have low Normalized RMSE and high R-squared values.
These fits have 23 peaks in total. They are empirical models that try to reconstruct
the diffraction of X-ray on crystal lattices from subdomains or subgrains after the
deformation by shock. It is assumed that each of these subdomains have similar
properties and they would diffract X-rays in a similar pattern. The corresponding width of
these peaks should be somewhat similar as well. Among them, in some cases, these
reconstructed models would have abnormal peaks with narrower or wider peak widths.
Measurements of peak width at half-height for these peaks may result in outliers; herein,
the program is designed to find the outliers and recalculate Sum of FWHMχ
(∑(FWHMχ)) and return these results along with original measurements (Table 3-3).
Table 3-3 Summary of fitting results
Run

∑(FWHMχ)

∑(FWHMχ)Modified Differences

u

Z

Choice 1

Run30

16.87

12.32

4.55

0.83

2.26

Choice 2

Run26

12.82

10.91

1.91

0.80

2.28

Choice 3

Run29

13.83

12.46

1.37

0.81

2.25
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Table showing the summary of the results returned from peak fitting program. In
total 23 measurements have been made, and ∑(FWHMχ)modified is the sum of FWHM
after removing outliers in these measurements.
At this point, the program has completed all its three stages with all information
stored in the structured table. This information is retrievable at any time before quitting
the program. It enables further analysis with the respect to the assessment of fitting
ability and reliability of results.

Figure 3-12: The detailed flow chart of the Results stage. Selections are made based
on Normalized RMSE with supplemental reference of R-squared values. All other
measurements, including refined parameter matrix and shape matrix will be able to
export as well. These will help user to make the further selection of results.

3.6 Results Assessments
Three choices show the similar results according to the assessment values. However,
∑(FWHMχ) shows variations as the empirical models have abnormal peaks that provide
too narrow or too wide measurements. Here in this section, it is going to have further
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assessments of the results and discuss the validity of the program with the respect to the
different shock metamorphism (high and low).

3.6.1 Homogeneity of fitting peaks for highly shocked cases
As shown in Table 3-3, the modified sum of FWHMχ is smaller than sum of FWHMχ. It
means that some peaks produce wider or narrower measurements that have been
considered as outliers. Fit One has greatest difference among all of them despite its
lowest Normalized RMSE. The previous section discussed that shock itself has
heterogeneities at a large scale; however, at a small scale as crystal lattices, it is assumed
that the effects of shock is homogeneous, and it means the deformed crystal lattices
would produce similar diffraction of X-ray with similar FWHMs.
For highly shocked cases, empirical models are likely to involve large number of
peaks (>10), 23 peaks in this example. Large variations of individual measurements may
represent strong deviation in empirical models. It requires more evidence on petrographic
observations to explain such deviations, e.g. different sizes of mosaic blocks or strongly
misoriented subdomains or some of them with preferred orientation diffracting more Xrays. Therefore, it is necessary to examine the consistency of measurements made by the
program and test the homogeneity of measurements especially for highly shocked cases
when interpreting the results from peak fitting to the reality.
Fig. 3-13 shows plots of FWHMχ versus intensity from three fits. Despite of some
outliers, most of measurements are consistently falling in the range below 1 but above 0.3
regardless of their intensity.
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Figure 3-13: Scatter plot of results from three fits. The plots are constructed by
plotting FWHMχ (in degree) versus intensity. Majority of measurements are
consistently falling in the range between 0.3° to 1°. Low intensity peaks are showing
some deviation of FWHMχ, whereas, for high intensity peaks, the measurements are
much more consistent.
Fig. 3-14 constructed histogram plots which visualize the measurements
distributions. It takes modified (Sturges 1926) equation to decide the bin sizes and add
extra bins by using (Doane 1976) equation as the data are not symmetrical and normal
distributed. The results show that, despite higher STDEV values of Fit One, the majority
peaks are consistently measured, and measurements are within a range of 0.5° to 0.75°.
The other fits, however, are showing somewhat greater deviations and measurements are
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not as constrained as Fit One. It is also shown on linear regression plots that Fit One is
less scattered compared to other fits.

Figure 3-14: Distribution and linear regression plots of three fits. Left figures are
showing distribution plots. The bin size is determined by using modified Sturge’s
Equation along with Doane Equation. We set the bin size to 8 for this case. Fit One
shows that majority of peaks are constrained and yielded in a range between 0.5° to
0.75°. Right-hand-side figures are corresponding linear regression plots
measurements. All fits have small slopes, and for Fit One, measurements are less
scattered.
The wider outlier peaks have been observed in all three fits, and they are probably
from overlapped small peaks or low intensity signal peaks overlapping with noise. If one
wishes to eliminate such phenomena, one can try to involve more peaks in empirical
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models. However, it might be difficult to do so as the prominence for these small peaks
are hard to define, and it might be difficult to separate them from noise due to their low
intensity. If they are excluded during fitting, the overall intensity would be insufficient to
fit with the original data. Therefore, they are fitted as larger and wider peaks in order to
balance intensity of signals and noises. Compared to the data signals, these small peaks
only contribute small intensities for good fits or for high SNR peaks. As the origin of the
wider peaks are controversial, it is reasonable to remove them from the measurements
and take modified ∑(FWHMχ) as the final measurements for these cases. However, when
overall signals are poor and have low SNR, the effect of broad peaks can be significant.
These small broad peaks would contribute large proportion of intensity of total signals,
which makes Eq 7 and Eq 8 no longer valid. Under such circumstances, it is not safe to
ignore these peaks and one should try to improve the fitting models or recollect data.

3.6.2 Peak fitting for low to moderate shock cases and homogeneity
of results
The needs of fitting with asymmetrical peaks for low to moderate shock cases will not be
discussed in detail here. However, there is one type of special peak requiring more
discussion.
Low to moderate shock cases can have symmetrical peaks as shown in Fig 3-1C.
Commonly these peaks are not fitted as they are symmetrical in shape and considered as
single peaks. However, when the standard distribution peak fits with these peaks as
shown in Fig. 3-15, it is obvious that the peak shape is not well fitted, and the original
peak is clearly wider than the standard distribution peaks. All three fits have similar
FWHMχ which is 1.14°. The observation manifests that even the symmetrical peaks can
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be overlapped peaks with one or more peaks, and single standard peak cannot satisfy its
maximum peak intensity and width at the same time.

Figure 3-15: Peak fitting with single peak. Fig. 3-15A shows the fitting progress, and
residual intensities have been exaggerated by 100 times. The program is trying to
find the best fit to maintain peak width and intensity at the same time with one
peak. Fig. 3-15B shows the returned results. All three results are similar in that they
cannot maintain the intensity as well as the width. Residual plots show large
deviation of data and peaks. All three fits have similar FWHM, which is 1.14°.
To put this in the mineralogical context, as discussed in the previous section,
perfect unstrained crystal lattices can diffract single peaks as they are homogenous and
uniform; however, crystal lattices in shocked meteorites have been through some
deformation. Such deformation breaks crystals into smaller blocks and increases
mosaicity of crystals. The consequent recovery processes migrate the defects in crystal
lattices to their grain boundaries or subgrains. Therefore, each of these subgrains would
diffract X-ray individually, and these symmetric peaks may result from the diffractions
that happened to overlap symmetrically.
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The returned table also shows it statistically (Table 3-4) that all three top fits are
having low R-squared values ~0.97 and high Normalized RMSE values >0.2 that should
be considered to reject. Herein, it is necessary to fit them in order to acquire more
accurate measurements and maintain the consistency of measurements thoroughly.
Table 3-4 Statistics of single-peak fit results in the low shock cases.

All three fits are having low R-square values and high Normalized RMSE that
should be rejected based on previous classification of fits.
The peak has high symmetricity in shape and high SNR; however, it does not
have clear signatures for overlapped peaks which makes it difficult to find local maxima
by the program. The only way to determine empirical peaks is to examine the roughness
of peak thoroughly. Roughness, the bumps on its shoulders and tails, could be resulted
from overlapped peaks, which are signatures of these peaks. Careful examination of
roughness can help to construct the empirical model for fitting. It should be pointed out
that such way of finding peaks is subjective because it is mainly based on eyeobservation. The results may vary from different users. However, as long as the major
“bumps” on their shoulders and tails are involved in the empirical models, the results
should not be deviated from each other too much. One can also monitor the fitting results
by examining the assessments values, e.g. Normalized RMSE. When Normalized RMSE
is constrained, the corresponding measurements should be not badly deviated.
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By examining the roughness of signal peak, 9 peaks are picked in the empirical
model for fitting and the results are plotted in Fig 3-16 along with residual plots. After
fitting, the overall intensity is sufficiently fitted including the “bumps” on the shoulders
and tails. Residual plots show that all three fits are having low residuals. The returned
statistics table (Table 7) shows high R-squared values >0.99 and low Normalized RMSE
<0.05, which qualifies “Excellent Fit” in the classification table (Table 3-1). All three
fits have similar sum of FWHMχ: 3.39° for Fit One, 3.33° for Fit Two and 3.36° for Fit
Three. No outliers returned in all empirical models.

Figure 3-16: Peak fitting of symmetrical peak. Fig.3-16A is showing the fitting
progress and Fig. 3-16B shows the top three results returned from the program.
Stick plots in Fig. 3-16B shows the empirical peaks that are determined by the
roughness of peak and involved in the empirical models. Residual plots show the
original data has been nicely fitted with low residuals for all three fits. The similar
results are also shown in Table 3-5.
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Table 3-5 Statistics of multi-peak fit results in the low shock cases

*All three fits have high R-squared values and low Normalized RMSE, and they qualify
“Excellent Fits” in Table 3. It means data has been nicely fitted.

As comparing the results from single-peak fit and multi-peak fit, it is clear to see
that the fitting curve corresponds well with peak intensity (especially maximum intensity)
and peak width for the multi-peak fit. Such phenomenon is also manifested statistically
by the large drop of Normalized RMSE.
The homogeneity of measurements is pervasive for this case. As in the cases of
fitting low to moderate shock data, the empirical peaks are commonly less than 10. These
peaks are arbitrary peaks determined by users and therefore their widths are pre-set to the
same values. It assumes that crystal lattices have less misorientation and the subdomains
are similar in size that are diffracting X-rays in the similar pattern. Such assumption is
reasonable for the low to moderate shock cases, as according to shock classification table
by Stöffler et al (1991; 2018), olivine only exhibits undulatory extinction or weak
mosaicism when it is shocked to S4. Herein it is not necessary to conduct further
homogeneity analysis and it is assumed that the homogeneity is preserved in this case
(Fig. 3-17).
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Figure 3-17: Scatter plot of low to moderate shock cases. All peaks, no matter which
fit, they are all consistently constrained with no outliers that all values are between
0.2° – 0.5°.

3.7 Discussion
3.7.1 Consistency of measurements with the respect to lattice planes
With increasing 2θ on the 2D XRD pattern, X-ray diffraction spots become more spread
on the detector, resulting in greater angular resolution in chi (Fig. 3-18). It may result in
over-estimation in empirical models during fitting, in consequence, lattice planes at larger
2θ angles may possibly present larger sum of FWHMχ. Therefore, it is important to
validate that measurements are consistent without increasing in magnitude.
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Figure 3-18: Illustration of streaks with the respect to 2θ. For one target and a fixed
take off X-ray angle, a diffraction streak at lower 2θ angle is smaller than the streak
at the greater 2θ angle. Lower GADDS image of olivine streaks from NWA 2221
also shows such patterns. Analysis of the streak at larger 2θ angle may result in
over-estimation during peak fitting.
In this study, seven meteorites are measured by peak fitting program, among
them, five of them have both EVA and peak fitting results. The results of lattice planes
over increase of 2θ angles are plotted to check if the measurements have internal
increasing trends. Five lattice planes have been chosen to measure FWHMχ (EVA) and
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sum of FWHMχ (peak fitting). They are planes (111), (131), (112), (122), and (134)
arranged by increasing of 2θ. The corresponding 2θ angles are listed in Table 3-6. For
low to moderate shock ureilites, NWA 7059, EET 96047, Shişr 007, and NWA 2221,
both measurements, EVA and sum of FWHMχ (peak fitting) have been used; for highly
shocked ureilites, LAR 04315 and ALHA 81101, only the sum of FWHMχ (peak fitting)
was used to collect measurements as EVA was no longer capable of making
measurements for these meteorites efficiently. For the polymict ureilite EET87720, both
methods have been applied.
Table 3-6 Lattice plane and their corresponding 2θ angles
Lattice Plane

(111)

(131)

(112)

(122)

(134)

2θ

~29°

~41°

~42°

~46°

~85°

*These 2θ angles are measured Co Kα X-ray source (λ = 1.78897 Å)
For comparison, boxplots for EVA also are presented here. Fig. 3-19 A-G are showing
boxplots of the measurements made by the peak fitting method, and Fig. 3-20 A- E are
results by EVA for comparison. No systematic increase has been observed for both
approaches, implying that measurements made by both approaches have little “overestimation” issue regarding increasing of 2θ angles.
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Figure 3-19: Boxplots of sum of FWHMχ measurements by peak fitting versus
lattice planes. From top to bottom, they are NWA 7059, EET 96047, Shişr 007,
NWA 2221, LAR 04315, ALHA 81101, and EET 87720. From left to right, the lattice
planes are arranged by increasing of 2í degree on X axis, and Y axis is sum of
FWHM-chi from Peak Fitting program in degree. Despite some variation of
measurements among different lattice planes, no systematic increase has been
observed for these measurements.
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Figure 3-20: Boxplots of FWHMχ measurements by EVA versus lattice planes. For
comparison, results for low to moderate shock ureilites, NWA 7059, EET 96047,
Shişr 007, NWA 2221, and one polymict ureilite, EET87720, by EVA are also shown
here. The measurements are ordered by increasing of lattice planes according to
their miller indices. From left to right, the lattice planes are arranged by increasing
of 2í degree on X axis, and Y axis is FWHM-chi in degree. no systematic increase of
measurements has been observed with the respect to increasing of miller indices.
However, results by EVA have more outliers when comparing with results by Peak
Fitting.

3.7.2 Brief comparison of EVA and Peak Fitting
As shown in Fig. 3-19 and Fig. 3-20, the Peak Fitting method provides larger
measurements compared to results by EVA. The main factor that causes such differences
are that Peak Fitting measures individual empirical peak widths and EVA measures an
“integrated width” at wherever baselines of peaks are defined. Peak Fitting method also
eliminates most outliers and makes the results more consistent (as shown in Fig. 3-19 and
Fig. 3-20).
For unstrained single crystals, EVA has the ability to provide relatively easy and
rapid measurements for users. When deformation of crystal lattices becomes complex,
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measurements made by the fitting program that measures individual width of empirical
peaks are closer to the true values.

3.7.3 Improvement of fitting efficiency
As demonstrated above, the program fits peaks by finding the best pair of coefficients,
intensity coefficient ai and width coefficient aw. In this study, the program is refined
10*10 times with 0.1 step in the range of [0, 1]. The calculation time is about 2-3 minutes
to accomplish all fits by using Macbook Pro 2017 with 2.8 GHz Intel Core i7 processor.
To improve the accuracy of fitting, it is possible to try smaller step values, e.g., 0.05 or
0.02. However, it will result in dramatically increasing in calculation time. As testing the
program on several samples, it is found that there is a certain range for coefficients that
would produce good fitting results showing in Fig. 3-21 defined by dark blue region. As
shown in the figure, the region of low Normalized RMSE is well defined by range [0.1,
0.7] for aw and range [0.5, 1] for ai. Similar results have been observed in other samples
as well. It may provide a possible way to increase the accuracy of coefficients by
shortening the refining range.

Figure 3-21: Surf and contour plots for defining best refine region. Here is an
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example of ALHA 81101 target 15 lattice plane (111). For this example, step value is
taken as 0.02, which means it was refined 2500 times to find the best pair of
coefficients ai and aw (intensity coefficient and width coefficient respectively). The
color map is generated by Normalized RMSE. Dark color means low Normalized
RMSE. As shown in the figure, region of low Normalized RMSE is well defined by
range [0.1, 0.7] for aw and range [0.5, 1] for ai. We observe similar results for other
samples as well.

3.7.4

The number of peaks in empirical models

As the number of peaks in empirical models is subjective to users, the overall results may
have variation depending on the different users by using different empirical models. The
diffracted X-rays are integrated along chi direction into series peaks, which are measured
either by EVA or Peak Fitting program. Ideally, the number of peaks in the empirical
model should correspond to the amount of diffracted X-ray signal peaks on a given
crystal lattice plane. When generating empirical peaks, these peaks are recognized by
their prominence e.g. their peak height and location. As the empirical models are
subjective to users, examining Normalized RMSE can help them to decide if peaks are
sufficiently, over or inadequately fitted. If an empirical model is good enough to fit the
signal peaks, adding or removing a few peaks from the empirical model will not
dramatically change the results. Such change is minor on Normalized RMSE as well as
on the sum of FWHM-chi. If too many empirical peaks are added or removed, one will
see a large drop on Normalized RMSE. Therefore, by trying to add and remove a few
peaks in an empirical model and examining the change of Normalized RMSE and the
sum of FWHM-chi, one can assess if the empirical model is good enough for the signal
data. A good empirical model can be deemed as diffraction restoration of X-rays on
damaged crystal lattice planes, and it can help to quantify the shock.
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3.7.5 Factors that might affect results of Peak Fitting
Several factors that might affect results when one is using Peak Fitting are considered
here. These factors are gained by experience during developing this method in Matlab
and operating it on several meteorites. They might help users to improve the fitting
abilities or assist them to assess the results.
•

The most import factor that would greatly affect the results is the intensity. It is
critical for both approaches, Peak Fitting and EVA. High intensity and high SNR
peaks are necessary. These normally have clearly defined background and signals
are easily distinguishable from noise, helping the algorithm to find the local
maxima in datasets efficiently without inputting any further constraints. One
should use high intensity peaks when it is possible.

•

When intensity is relatively low, however, it is not recommended to smooth low
SNR peaks before fitting, as the smoothing processes normally would lose some
of the signal. If one must use smoothing, it is suggested to use fewer peaks to
generate the empirical models, because signal and noise overlap, and in such
cases, it is easy to erroneously add extra peaks when fitting and result in total
FWHMχ over-estimation.

•

Although it is not easy to define “good intensity” for peak fitting or other relative
measurements, we plot results of normalized RMSE and average intensity based
on this study that may help future users to make decisions as shown in Fig. 3-22.
Here, two relatively high shock samples, LAR 04315 and ALHA 81101, and one
polymict sample, EET 87720, are selected to generate the plot. Although based on
the fitting classification table, Table 3, that measurements with Normalized
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RMSE smaller than 0.2 are acceptable; however, to optimize the results, one
wants to have majority measurements have “Good” normalized RMSE.
According to Figure 3-22, when average intensity is greater than 150, it is likely
to have lower normalized RMSE. Only a few of points with lower normalized
RMSE fall into the region where average intensity is smaller 150. Herein, to
efficient fit peaks and gain reliable results, it suggests making measurements
when average intensity is at least around 150. It should be noted that the
suggested value for average intensity is an arbitrary value.

Figure 3-22: Plot of normalized RMSE and average intensity. The plots are
generated by the results from medium to highly shocked ureilite samples,
LAR04315, ALHA 81101 and one brecciated ureilite sample, EET 87720. Average
intensity is intensity average of fitting area. Most of “Good” fits are falling in a
region defined by higher average intensity, suggesting that measurements should be
made at least at 150 when dealing with low SNR peaks.
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•

Roughness of peaks. It is important for these extremely high intensity peaks that
all peaks are merged with no obvious identifiers for individual ones. It normally is
considered as symmetrical peaks fitted by single distribution functions, either by
Gaussian or Lorentzian; however, as shown in section 3.42, standard single peak
cannot satisfy its peak maximum intensity and width at the same time. It means
more peaks are likely involved to distribute extra intensity and contribute to width.
Therefore, careful examination of roughness on peaks’ shoulders and limbs are
necessary. Uneven shoulders and limbs are suggesting extra peaks that are hidden
by the dominant peaks. By inputting these peaks based on the roughness
examination, one should observe the increase of overall fitting.
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Chapter 4

4

Shock Quantification by In-Situ Micro-X-Ray Diffraction
on Ureilite Olivine
4.1 Executive summary
Ureilites are an abundant non-chondritic meteorite class that are petrographically similar
to terrestrial ultramafic rocks, consisting mostly of coarse-grained olivine and pyroxene,
with remarkably low occurrence of plagioclase feldspar. Olivine and pyroxene grains
exhibit “triple junction” textures at grain boundaries. Silica is often present as an
interstitial mineral between the grain boundaries. The majority of ureilites are monomict
rocks, but about 5% of ureilites are polymict breccias, having typical ureilitic mineralogy
as well as non-indigenous components that are believed to be from impactors on the
ureilite parent body. It has been reported that almost all ureilites have been exposed to
moderate to heavy shock deformation at some time since their formation. This work
examines the shock histories of a suite of ureilites (six monomict ureilites and one
polymict ureilite), focusing on the mineral olivine, primarily using in-situ micro-X-ray
diffraction (!XRD) along with Raman spectroscopy and optical petrographic microscopy.
Olivine is a useful recorder of shock metamorphism, where increased shock pressure
results in greater observable damage to the olivine crystal structure. On 2D XRD patterns
diffraction spots are increasingly extended into elongated arcs corresponding to the
transition of single crystals to mosaic grains, or recrystallized grains with increasing
shock. For complexly shocked olivine, this work required the development of peak-fitting
analysis using Matlab, which aims to improve the accuracy of full-width-half-maximum
(FWHMχ) measurements for asymmetrical peaks integrated along the chi direction on 2D
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XRD pattern of olivine. The work tests the validity of the peak-fitting approach including
its fitting abilities of asymmetrical peaks and fitting efficiency and applies it to the
ureilite shock study. Ureilites show an increasing trend of FWHMχ with respect to
observation of increased shock in olivine grains by optical petrography and 2D XRD
patterns. This quantitative method contributes to a comprehensive shock classification
system specifically for ureilites, complementing a recently published shock classification
for ultramafic rocks.

4.2 Introduction
Ureilites are one of the most abundant non-chondritic meteorite types that have been
found on Earth, and they are the second largest group of achondrites (Goodrich 1992).
Ureilites are ultramafic achondrites that have primitive characteristics such as high
siderophile elements, carbonaceous phases and noble gases. The majority of ureilites are
monomict ureilites. They are petrographically similar to ultramafic rocks that consist
most of coarse-grained olivine and pyroxene whereas feldspar is completely depleted.
Silica is reported only as interstitial minerals between the grain boundaries. Olivine and
pyroxene grains form large angle (120°) contacts between grains, forming “triple
junction” textures.
About 5% of ureilites are brecciated ureilites or polymict ureilites. These ureilites
have typical ureilitic mineralogy and also have non-indigenous components that are
believed to be injected by impactors on the ureilite parent body (UPB) (Goodrich 1992;
Janots et al. 2011; Horstmann and Bischoff 2014; Goodrich et al. 2015). It has been
reported that almost all ureilites have been somewhat shocked during their
formation(Rubin 2006; Rubin and Ma 2017).
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This study examines the shock histories of a suite of ureilites. The suite includes
six monomict ureilites (Group M) and one polymict ureilite (Group P). Among Group M,
three samples exhibit low to moderate shock (Group M-L), and the other samples are
moderate to highly shocked, as supported by obvious petrographic evidence (Group MH). The group names are arbitrary, and they are assigned in this study for later discussion.
Table 4-1 Ureilites in this study
Group
Monomict,
Low shock
(M-L)

Sample No.

Institution

Sample
Form

Relative Shock Stages*

NWA 7059

ROM

Slab

Low to Moderately
shocked

Shişr 007

ROM

Slab

Low to Moderately
shocked

EET 96042

NASA/JSC

Thin
section

Weakly shocked

UWO

Thin
section

Moderately shocked

NASA/JSC

Thin
section

Moderate to highly
shocked

ALHA
81101

NASA/JSC

Thin
section

Intensively shocked

EET 87720

NASA/JSC

Thin
section

Brecciated ureilite sample

Monomict, NWA 2221
Moderate to
High shock
LAR 04315
(M-H)

Polymict
(P)

*Relative shock stages are estimated by petrographic characteristics according to
Meteoritical Bulletin Database, the Meteoritical Society:
https://www.lpi.usra.edu/meteor/metbull.php. All NASA/JSC samples are Antarctic
samples. M is monomict ureilite, and P is polymict ureilite.
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4.3 Methodology
This study mainly uses in-situ micro X-ray diffraction to examine strain-related
deformation in ureilitc olivine, as described in more detail in Chapter 2. The work
examines 2D X-ray diffraction patterns and measures Full-Width-Half-Maximum
(FWHM") of peaks as plotted along the Debye rings or chi-direction (") of streaking on
the 2D XRD patterns. Increasing pressure leads to deformation or strain of the crystal
lattice, and the breakage of crystals into small block sizes which become misoriented
mosaic subdomains. Such a mosaic spread of orientations can be observed as streaks
along the Debye rings in the 2D XRD pattern; in contrast, non-deformed crystals exhibit
single spots on XRD pattern (Hörz and Quaide 1973). “Asterism”, a row of spots in 2D
XRD pattern, reflects the migration of defects or dislocations to form line dislocation or
grain boundaries as the result of resolving strain in crystal lattices (Hörz and Quaide
1973; Flemming 2007; Vinet et al. 2011) (Fig 4-1). Such textures may result from
annealing processes of crystal lattices or lacking confining pressure. The study was
inspired by previous studies on enstatite in enstatite chondrites (Izawa et al. 2011) and for
olivine and pyroxene in ordinary chondrites (McCausland et al. 2010), as well as
plagioclase in shocked lunar samples (Pickersgill et al. 2015). The results will be crosscompared with optical observations (for thin section samples) and observations made by
previous studies.
In-situ micro-X-ray diffraction
This study used the Bruker D8 Discover µXRD in the Earth Sciences Department
at Western University with a Co Kα X-ray source (λ = 1.78897 Å), producing a beam
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with a nominal 300-micron beam diameter. Diffracted X-rays are recorded on a Vantec500 2D detector and General Area Detector Diffraction System (GADDS) software
which obtains 2D diffraction patterns similar to Debye-Scherrer film (Fig 2-2A) (see
Ch2). Omega-scan mode was used. The X-ray source (θ1) and detector (θ2) are rotating
with omega angle (&) at fixed 2θ angle. Source and detector rotate clockwise, and the
mathematical equation can be simplified as: θ1 + & + θ2 - & = 2θ, where 2θ angle is
maintained as constant throughout the scan for each frame. If use the detector as frame of
reference, it appears that samples are rotating – &, which enables more lattice planes to
satisfy the Bragg’s Law. To maximize collecting area, we used θ1 = 14.5°, θ2 = 20.5° and
omega =10° for Frame 1; θ1 = 37°, θ2 = 43° and omega =16° for Frame 2. For each
frame, we collected data for 1 hour per frame, taking 2 hours per target. For more
information about the instrument see (Flemming 2007)
FWHMχ and ∑(FWHMχ) Measurements
The primary analysis of diffraction patterns is done by Bruker AXS DiffracPLUS
EVA software. It makes fast FWHMχ Measurements. Further peak measurements,
∑(FWHMχ), are done using custom algorithms developed in this work using the Matlab
R2016a and R2017a platforms, as discussed in detail in Chapter 3. The ∑(FWHMχ) is
done by fitting asymmetrical peaks and summing individual fitting peaks (Fig 4-1).
Lorentzian function is used for all M-L group ureilites and NWA 2221, and proportionrefined Gaussian-Lorentzian Mixture function is used to LAR 04315, ALHA 81101 and
EET 87720.
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Measurements have been made for five lattice planes in olivine for all monomict
ureilites (M-Group), they are (111), (131), (112), (122) and (134); for polymict ureilite
(P-Group), we did not collect high quality data for lattice plane (134), herein, the results
from four lattice planes, (111), (131), (112) and (122), will be reported. The
Corresponding 2θ angles measured with reference to the Co Kα X-ray source (λ =
1.78897 Å) are shown in Table 3-6. Results from both approaches, EVA and peak fitting
analysis, will be discussed here.
Optical observations
Optical observations were made by ZEISS Axioskop transmitted light microscope
at Western University (Fig. 2-2B). It enables the examination of mineral optical
properties under plane-polarized light (PPL) and cross-polarized light (XPL). The
microscope functions with Nikon NIS-Elements software, which enables image
acquisition.
Micro-Raman spectroscopy
This this study, we also used micro-Raman spectroscopy on Shişr 007 with laser
beam λ = 532 nm (green light) at Western University in Yang Song’s Research
Laboratory before µXRD to identify olivine and pyroxene mineral phases, and possible
carbonaceous minerals for petrographic purposes.
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Figure 4-1: Micro-XRD diffraction examples. 4-1A-D are representative diffraction
patterns in this study with their targeting and optical pictures. 4-1A shows example
of low shock ureilite EET 96042, which shows weak undulatory extinction optically.
Diffraction pattern is spot-like streaks; 4-1B shows example of moderate shock
NWA 2221, where olivine shows reduction rims and strong undulatory extinction.
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Diffraction pattern shows streaks; 4-1C shows example of moderate to high shock
ureilite, LAR 04315, where subdomains are visible optically and olivine shows
mosaic textures. Diffraction pattern shows elongated streaks and asterisms; 4-1D
shows example of extreme case of shocked ureilite, ALHA 81101. Thin section
observations show small olivine aggregates suggesting recrystallization textures.
Aggregates are unstrained and misoriented. Diffraction pattern shows “spotty
rings” that spots are distributed along the arc of Debye rings. Figure 4-1 E to G
shows different shock models of diffraction (modified from Flemming 2007 and
Vinet et al. 2011) corresponding to the examples of Fig 4-1 A-C.

Figure 4-2: EVA and Peak Fit processing of example ureilites. 4-2A shows the single
spot diffraction pattern of undeformed or weakly deformed olivine grains in EET
96042. M-L ureilites in study tend to have such characteristics. It corresponds to the
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cases of 4-1A and model 4-1E that produces a spot-like diffraction pattern on 2D
µXRD image. Integration of the spot along the χ direction shows an asymmetrical
peak with small FWHMχ, 0.95° and the result from peak fitting ∑(FWHMχ) is
3.11°; 4-2B shows streak diffraction pattern of non-uniformly strained olivine grains
in NWA 2221 with small mosaic block size (< 5 µm). Such grains show undulatory
extinction optically. It corresponds to case of 4-1B and model 4-1F. Integration
along χ shows asymmetrical peak after integration of the streak along chi direction.
EVA measurement FWHMχ is 1.17° and the result from peak fitting ∑(FWHMχ) is
6.74°; 4-2C shows asterism diffraction pattern for olivine in LAR 04315 where
subdomains of a single olivine grain have large mosaic block size (15-50 µm) due to
deformation. Subgrains are developed and are visible optically, and they form
mosaic textures. LAR 04315 is representative meteorite for this case (Fig 4-1C) and
model 4-1G. It shows asymmetrical peak after integration of the streak along χ.
EVA measurement FWHMχ is no longer made for this example; the result from
peak fitting ∑(FWHMχ) is 12.99°. Red circles are nominal beam size that is 300 µm.

4.4 Results
All results from EVA and Peak Fitting analysis are organized in Table 4-2. It shows the
results for five different lattice planes where N is the number of measurements averaged
for each. Except polymict ureilite EET 87720, the rest of samples have results from all
five lattice planes collected as noted by their Miller indices. For LAR 04315 and ALHA
81101 in M-H group ureilites, only peak fitting results are shown here as EVA was no
longer efficient to make measurements for them. An increasing trend can be observed
from peak fitting results in Table 4-2 which reflects an increase of shock effect as
evidenced by optical observations. However, results for lattice plane (131) are
anomalous, the increasing trend is not clear that EET 96042 shows largest measurements
among M-L ureilites and LAR 04315 shows smaller measurements compared to NWA
2221.
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Table 4-2 Results of FWHMχ (EVA) and ∑(FWHMχ) (Peak Fitting)
Sample
EVA (o)

LatticePlane
PeakFit (o)

NWA 7059
EET 96042
Shişr 007
NWA 2221
LAR 04315
ALHA 81101
EET 87720

(111)
EVA
1.6±0.4
2.0±0.5
2.0±1.1
2.0±0.7
N/A
N/A
1.5±0.3

PeakFit
2.8±0.4
3.9±0.7
3.7±1.9
4.2±1.8
6.5±2.0
14.6±4.8
5.3±2.7

(112)
N
8
8
7
12
6
7
6

EVA
2.4±1.5
2.2±0.8
3.0±1.7
2.1±0.7
N/A
N/A
2.5±2.7

(122)

PeakFit
4.4±1.8
3.8±1.2
4.1±2.1
4.9±1.6
10.5±4.1
13.2±5.0
10.9±4.0

N
11
6
13
5
7
8
7

EVA
2.3±1.8
1.9±0.6
1.8±1.4
1.8±0.9
N/A
N/A
2.8±1.7

(131)
NWA 7059
EET 96042
Shişr 007
NWA 2221
LAR 04315
ALHA 81101
EET 87720

EVA
2.0±1.4
2.4±0.8
1.2±0.2
2.0±0.8
N/A
N/A
1.7±0.8

PeakFit
5.2±2.3
5.0±1.8
2.7±0.9
6.5±2.9
5.0±2.6
17.8±6.1
6.8±1.5

PeakFit
3.6±1.6
3.8±1.0
4.0±2.3
4.2±1.5
6.4±2.5
11.5±4.6
6.7±1.8

N
11
11
7
8
4
9
7

(134)
N
6
12
7
8
8
9
7

EVA
2.0±0.9
1.2±0.6
2.5±1.2
1.5±0.4
N/A
N/A

PeakFit
4.0±1.8
3.6±1.3
4.9±2.4
5.5±1.5
6.6±3.4
9.4±3.5
N/A

N
8
5
5
6
7
7

*Table 4-2 summarizes all the measurements in this study. N is amount of lattice planes. Note that EET 87720 does
not have lattice plane (134) observed in this study. All numbers are in degrees of arc (°). Miller indices are based on
ICDD card # 83-1544 (Orthorhombic, Space Group Pbnm).
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4.4.1 M-L Group: Monomict ureilites with low shock
4.4.1.1

NWA 7059

Northwest Africa 7059 is a monomict, low shock ureilite with coarse-grained olivine and
pigeonite grains identified by Irving and Kuehner (2015). The sample in this study is a
slab about 3cm wide (Fig 4-3). 51 targets have been taken and distributed over the
sample. These targets include both olivine and pyroxene, and it also has some targets on
the weathering crust and grain boundaries. Results here are only presenting the analysis
conducted on olivine. µXRD confirmed that the dominant minerals in this rock are
forsterite-dominant olivine, and pigeonite-dominant pyroxene. Both mineral phases are
coarse-grained with their grain boundaries being rimmed. No further optical observation
can be made for this sample. The terrestrial weathering crust is consisting of
carbonaceous phases, specifically it is calcite, which is also confirmed by µXRD.
General XRD patterns on GADDS images show spots or “streaky spots,”
indicating mild deformations on olivine grain lattices, and such patterns manifest a weak
shock history of the sample (Fig 4-3). FWHM in chi are made by EVA and peak fitting
program as discussed in previous section. Peak fitting uses Lorentzian function to fit
XRD peaks. FWHM! (EVA): 1.6±0.4 (N=8) for (111), 2.0±1.4 (N=6) for (131),
2.4±1.5(N=11) for (112), 2.3±1.8 (N=11) for (122), and 2.0±0.9 (N=8) for (134);
∑(FWHMχ): 2.8±0.4 (N=8) for (111), 5.2±2.3 (N=6) for (131), 4.4±1.8 (N=11) for (112),
3.6±1.6 (N=11) for (122), and 4.0±1.8 (N=8) for (134). All numbers are in degrees of arc
(°) and reported in Table 4-2.
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Figure 4-3: NWA 7059. 4-3A is the picture of sample slab showing the targets.
Colors are representing different runs. In total 51 targets were taken. 4-3B and 4-
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3C are representative targeting pictures. 4-3B is the representative GADDS images
that are showing slightly “streaky spots” indicating a mild shock history. 4-3C
shows the µXRD target: a coarse-grained olivine grain with its grain boundary
being rimmed. 4-3D is the integrated diffraction pattern, an Intensity versus 2-theta
plot, for mineral phase identification. The peaks correspond well with forsterite
peaks ICDD card # 83-1544, which is the dominant olivine phase in ureilites. This
olivine card (orthorhombic, space group Pbnm) was used to determine Miller
indices for olivine peaks in Table 4-3.

4.4.1.2

EET 96042

A polished thin section of sample Elephant Moraine 96042 (Fig. 4-4) was available for
this study. Petrographic observations show that the mineralogy is dominated by coarsegrained olivine and pyroxene. The grain boundaries are rimmed by dark matter that could
possibly be carbonaceous phases. Olivine also shows reduction rims. Large olivine and
pyroxene grains form large angle (120°) triple junction textures. Despite a previous study
having reported undulatory extinction in olivine (McCoy 1998), the sample in this study
showed weak undulatory extinction for both olivine and pyroxene grains. Irregular
fractures have developed in both olivine and pyroxene grains. Shock darkening of silicate
is weak but observable under plane-polarized light along grain boundaries. Pigeonite also
showed pervasive exsolution laminae of augite (Fig 4-4A). 30 targets have been taken on
EET 96042 (Fig 4-4C) primarily for olivine with some pyroxene and dark phase
minerals. With µXRD, the dominant olivine type is forsterite and dominant pyroxene
type is pigeonite. XRD patterns are dominated by “streaky spots” and some show streaks.
Such observation reveals a slightly higher shock history compared with NWA 7059.
FWHM! are made by EVA and peak fitting program as discussed in previous section.
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Peak fitting uses Lorentzian function to fit XRD peaks. FWHMχ (EVA): 2.0±0.5 (N=8)
for (111), 2.4±0.8 (N=12) for (131), 2.2±0.8 (N=6) for (112), 1.9±0.6 (N=11) for (122),
and 1.2±0.6 (N=5) for (134); ∑(FWHMχ): 3.9±0.7 (N=8) for (111), 5.0±1.8 (N=12) for
(131), 3.8±1.2(N=6) for (112), 3.8±1.0 (N=11) for (122), and 3.6±1.3(N=5) for (134).
All numbers are in degrees of arc (°) and reported in Table 4-2.
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Figure 4-4: EET 96042. 4-4A and B are the optical images showing cross-polarized
light (left) and plane-polarized light (right). Irregular fractures are developed in
olivine and pigeonite. Shock silicate darkening are showing along the grain
boundaries as the results of migration of metals. Inclusions, metals or metal alloys,
are primarily showing in pigeonite grains. 4-4C is the targeting map. 4-4D and 4-4E
are showing representative µXRD patterns on GADDS images for this sample:
“streaky” and streaks. Both examples are (122). Measurements by EVA are 0.95°
and 1.30° respectively.

4.4.1.3

Shişr 007

Shişr 007 is a slab sample with about 2.2 cm X 4.0 cm in its dimensions. It is a
carbon-rich monomict ureilite with moderate shock history. According to previous study
(Nagashima et al. 2012), it is also possible to have diamonds in its composition. Micro
Raman spectroscopy has been conducted on this sample to examine the interstitial black
matter. The results (Fig 4-5) show two peaks at 1326 nm and 1580 nm which correspond
well with diamond-lonsdaleite system by Denisov et al. (2011). It reveals the possibilities
of appearance of micro-diamond in this sample. XRD also shows some possible
signatures of diamond on one of the targets (Fig 4-6), shown in the XRD patterns of two
peaks at 2θ at 52° and 91°. They are rare in this study but two lines match the standard
diamond peaks. As the XRD texture is showing similar types of spots for several
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minerals throughout the 2D GADDS images (i.e. pigeonite, olivine and diamond), it
might be suspicious that diamond should be distinctive spots on the 2D pattern, however,
diamond was confirmed by Raman Spectroscopy.
Forty-six targets have been taken on this sample. The XRD patterns show
primarily streaks and some show “streaky” spots, suggesting a low to moderate shock
history. XRD analysis confirmed that the sample consists of forsterite-dominant olivine
and pigeonite-dominant pyroxene with potential spots showing possible existence of
diamonds. FWHM! (EVA): 2.0±1.1 (N=7) for (111), 1.2±0.2 (N=7) for (131), 3.0±1.7
(N=13) for (112), 1.8±1.4 (N=7) for (122), and 2.5±1.2 (N=5) for (134); ∑(FWHMχ):
3.7±1.9 (N=7) for (111), 2.7±0.9 (N=7) for (131), 4.1±2.1 (N=13) for (112), 4.0±2.3
(N=7) for (122), and 4.9±2.4 (N=5) for (134). All numbers are in degree s of arc (°) and
reported in Table 4-2.

Figure 4-5: Micro-Raman spectroscopy with laser beam λ = 532 nm at Yang Song’s
Research Laboratory at Western University. Two peaks matched with diamondlonsdaleite system (Denisov et al. 2011). The signal peaks match well with standard
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RUFF diamond peak (blue) and graphite peak (light brown). RUFF ID of diamond
peak: R050205, by Eric Van Valkenburg, URL: rruff.info/R050205; RUFF ID of
graphite peak: R090047, by Wendell Wilson, URL: rruff.info/R090047. Graphite
RUFF peak is enhanced arbitrarily by enlarging signals 10 times larger in order to
plot with RUFF diamond peak.
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Figure 4-6: Shişr 007. 4-5A is target map. 4-6B is the GADDS image and its target
picture that could potentially show diamond signatures. Two spots around 2θ at 52o
and 91o (Co X-Ray source), as noted on the GADDS image, are potential signatures
for diamond. Representative µXRD patterns for olivine are also showing here. In
diffractometer plots, these two peaks are rarely observed thorough the whole study,
and they correspond well with diamond peaks (light green). However more analysis
is needed for confirmation as peak at 52° is overlapping with one of pigeonite peaks
(red).

4.4.2 M-H Group: Monomict ureilites with moderate to high shock
4.4.2.1

NWA 2221

Northwest Africa 2221 is a thin section sample that is loaned from Western
Meteorite Collection. It is an monomict ureilite and the dominant minerals are coarsegrained olivine and pigeonite. It has typical ureilitic textures, triple-junction textures,
defined by large olivine and pigeonite grains. Olivine grains show reduction rims.
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Irregular fractures are developed in both olivine and pigeonite grains. Under XPL both
olivine and pigeonite show moderate undulatory extinction. Some pigeonite grains also
show exsolution lamellae of augite.
26 targets have been taken on this example. The representative XRD patterns are
streaks and some targets are showing “spotty” rings. Both EVA and peak fitting
measurements have been made for this sample. Lorentzian function has been used for
peak fitting. FWHM! (EVA): 2.0±0.7(N=12) for (111), 2.0±0.8 (N=8) for (131),
2.1±0.7(N=5) for (112), 1.8±0.9 (N=8) for (122), and 1.5±0.4 (N=6) for (134);
∑(FWHMχ): 4.2±1.8(N=12) for (111), 6.5±2.9 (N=8) for (131), 4.9±1.6(N=5) for (112),
4.2±1.5 (N=8) for (122), and 5.5±1.5 (N=6) for (134). All numbers are in degrees of arc
(°) and reported in Table 4-2.
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Figure 4-7: NWA 2221. 4-7A is the targeting map. 4-7B are thin section pictures
showing the representative textures, the triple junction textures. Irregular factures
are developed in both olivine and pigeonite grains. 4-7C is the representative µXRD
pattern for the sample that are showing streaks and slight asterism (the second
frame).

4.4.2.2

LAR 04315

Larkman Nunatak 04315 (Fig 4-8A) is a polished thin section sample. It is
texturally distinctive from other monomict ureilites. According to previous studies, it also
has anomalous mineralogy that has a considerable amount of silica, felsic-silicic glass
and porosity (McCoy 2005, Warren and Rubin 2010). Thin section observations show
strong mosaic textures on olivine grains and their subdomains are strongly misoriented.
However, the original grain boundaries are still identifiable, and they are rimmed by dark
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phases, possibly carbonaceous. Olivine grains show fringing near the grain boundaries
identified by different interference colors. Pyroxene grains have wormy textures and they
have extensively developed inclusions, which are subhedral to anhedral opaque minerals
that could be metals, metal alloys or sulfides. Both olivine and pyroxene grains show
strong silicate-darkening textures near grain boundaries. Slight amount of the migration
of metals or metal alloys has also been observed near subdomain boundaries of olivine.
Fine-grained silicates and silica appear interstitially within the grain boundaries of olivine
and pyroxene. The silica phase has been successfully identified by µXRD as quartz
According to previous studies, pigeonite grains may also yield COx gases as results of
reducing processes, it can be observed by the unusual high porosity in pigeonite or near
grain boundaries (Fig 4-8 B) (Warren and Rubin 2010).
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Figure 4-8: LAR 04315. 4-8A is the targeting map. 4-8B are thin section images showing the textures of olivine and pyroxene:
olivine has mosaic texture with fringing and pigeonite shows extensive development of inclusions.
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4-8C shows an example of XRD analysis. Pigeonite grains show exsolution texture.
Diffraction patterns show that the targeting area is dominated by pigeonite grains
and troilite as accessory mineral phase. 4-78D -F are µXRD patterns observed in
this thin section with their targeting and optical pictures. 4-8D is showing the
extreme streaks and asterisms, subdomains show similar orientation; 4-8E is
showing the asterism and spots along the Debye rings, olivine subdomains are
misoriented; 4-8F is scattered spots distributed along the arch in chi. All the targets
are olivine, forsterite dominated, confirmed by µXRD.
Twenty targets were taken on this sample. Micro-XRD patterns for this sample
show spots, extreme streaks, asterisms and “spotty” rings (Fig 4-8C-D). All these targets
are olivine, forsterite dominated, confirmed by µXRD. Such abnormal XRD patterns
also reveal a higher shock history. Fig 4-8C shows an example of XRD analysis. The
targeting area shows that the dominated minerals are pigeonite and olivines with
accessory amount of silica, primarily identified as quartz, and troilite. Peaks in this
sample are fitted by Gaussian-Lorentzian Mixtures. Only ∑(FWHMχ) are made for this
sample: 6.5±2.0 (N=6) for (111), 5.0±2.6 (N=8) for (131), 10.5±4.1 (N=7) for (112),
6.4±2.5 (N=4) for (122), and 6.6±3.4 (N=7) for (134). All numbers are in degrees of arc
(°) and reported in Table 4-2.

4.4.2.3

ALHA 81101

Allan Hills A 81101 is a polished thin section sample with about 2 cm in its
width. It is texturally distinctive from other samples in this study. It has been classified as
an extremely shocked ureilite sample recognized by the appearance of olivine grains that
are shattered into polycrystalline aggregates or showing “granuloblastic” textures. These
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individual grains are unstrained, and they are equivalent in size and forming triple
junctions. Original grain boundaries are identifiable and rimmed by dark carbonaceous
phases. The olivine polycrystalline aggregates show somewhat similar extinction and
birefringence colors which indicate the orientations are similar. Pigeonite, as the
dominant type pyroxene in this sample, shows strong undulatory extinction. Despite its
highly shocked signature, blade shaped graphite crystals are commonly found in this
meteorite as inclusion in silicate minerals, especially in pigeonite; besides which,
pigeonite grains also extensively enclose small rounded crystals, probably metals and
sulfides, as inclusions. Such texture is also preserved in Yamato-790781 reported by
Berkley (1986) and observed in LAR 04315 in this study.
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Figure 4-9: ALHA 81101. ALHA 81101. 4-9A is the targeting map of the sample. 48B and 4-9C are optical pictures, and left sides are under XPL and right sides are
under PPL. Pigeonite in 4-9B has inclusions of sulfides, metals, or metal alloys.
Olivine in 4-9C is showing the similar interference color consistently; blade shaped
graphite grains can also be observed in pigeonite grains. All these textures are
exhibiting a highly shocked history. 4-9D and 4-9E are GADDS images with
associated target images and their diffraction patterns. Target 03 was taken on the
large olivine grain shown by 4-9C with higher birefringence colors; Target 23 was
taken on near the large grain where polycrystallines are much misoriented. Target
03 shows elongated streaks dominated by olivine with minor pigeonite confirmed by
µXRD; Target 23 shows “spotty” rings due to the misorientation of olivine
aggregates, and the target also has minor pigeonite content confirmed by µXRD.
Fifty targets have been taken on this sample. Micro-XRD patterns show extensive
streaks and “spotty” rings which indicate a highly shock history (Fig 4-9). Grains with
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similar orientation tend to have elongated arches along Debye Rings whereas much
misoriented grains produce “spotty” rings distributed along chi direction (Fig 4-9 D-E).
Integrated peaks are complex peaks, these peaks are fitted by Gaussian-Lorentzian
Mixtures. Only ∑(FWHMχ) are made for this sample, and the measurements are higher
than the other samples: 14.60±4.82(N=7) for (111), 17.77±6.08(N=9) for (131),
13.16±5.01 (N=8) for (112), 11.45±4.60 (N=9) for (122), and 9.42±3.53 (N=7) for (134).
All numbers are in degrees of arc (°) and reported in Table 4-2.

4.4.3 P Group: Polymict ureilite
4.4.3.1

EET 87720

Elephant Moraine 87720 is a brecciated ureilite and it is the only polymict ureilite
sample in this study. It has distinctive textures compared to the unbrecciated samples that
majority of olivine has been blasted into numerous fine-grained aggregates. The original
grains boundaries are shown by rims. It was described as annealed mosaicised textures by
Rubin in 2006. However, the sample itself also preserves some large angular grains
(~200-400 µm). They are textually distinctive from other grains with irregular fractures
throughout, having low interference colour under XPL. Preliminary µXRD analysis
shows they are still olivine grains. One grain in the thin section under XPL has
extinctionat all orientations observed, but the preliminary µXRD analysis shows that it
has peaks for olivine with some of peaks of pigeonite. Both EET 87720 and ALHA
81101 show small olivine aggregates, the grain size in EET 87720 is much smaller
compared with ALHA 81101.
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Forty-one targets have been taken on this sample. Fine-grained olivine aggerates
produce “spotty” rings on µXRD with lower intensities, which are representative µXRD
patterns for this sample. Large grains show streaks with higher intensities. Measurements
are made by both EVA and peak fitting preferably for high intensity streaks. Lattice plane
(134) is not observed, therefore only four lattice planes are reported here: FWHM"
(EVA): 1.5±0.3 (N=6) for (111), 1.7±0.8 (N=7) for (131), 2.5±2.7 (N=7) for (112), and
2.8±1.7 (N=7) for (122); ∑(FWHMχ): 5.3±2.7 (N=6) for (111), 6.8±1.5 (N=7) for (131),
10.9±4.0 (N=7) for (112), and 6.7±1.8 (N=7) for (122). All numbers are in degrees of arc
(°) and reported in Table 4-2. These measurements are from large clasts in this sample.
The clast type will be discussed in later section.
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Figure 4-10: EET 87720. 4-10A is showing the targeting map. 4-10B and 4-10C are
optical pictures showing the representative textures of the sample. As in these
figures, Large grains are also preserved in this thin section (4-10 B), and majority
olivine grains are blasted into fine-grained aggregates (4-10 C), their original grain
boundaries are identifiable; 4-10 D and 4-10 E are two representative µXRD
patterns, streaks and “spotty” rings. 4-10 F and 4-10 G are showing µXRD analysis
of targets D and E: 4-10F is showing the large grains (300 µm) that are preserved in
EET 87720 (Target D) showing streaks, and it is predominant by olivine peaks (red)
and minor content of pigeonite peaks (blue); 4-10 G is showing analysis “spotty”
rings (Target E), and it is presented by fine-grained olivine aggregates (15 µm - 50
µm).
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4.5 Discussion
4.5.1 Shock quantification by XRD analysis with respect to optical
observation.
Shock results are summarized in Fig 4-11. Monomict low shocked ureilites (M-L)
in this study show similar results for XRD analysis using FWHMχ and ∑(FWHMχ). It
indicates that these ureilites could be shocked under the similar conditions. Optical
observations made on EET 96042 showing typical triple junction textures, developments
of fractures and weak undulatory extinctions reveal M-L group ureilites have shock
stages up to U-S3 according to (Stöffler et al. 2018) shock classification for ultramafic
rocks. At these shock stages, pressure is up to 15 GPa and corresponding temperature is
about 150° C. The corresponding FWHMχ is around 2° and below 4° for EVA
measurements, and corresponding ∑(FWHMχ) is around 4° and below 8° for Peak Fitting
measurements.
Measured streak lengths get larger for M-H group ureilites (as shown in Fig. 411). Among which, ALHA 81101 is showing extreme measurements of ∑(FWHMχ).
Optical observations also show such a transition: NWA 2221 has undulatory extinction in
olivine and pyroxene are slightly higher shock than M-L ureilites. Although such a
difference is not significant on FWHMχ, the results from peak fitting shows slightly
larger measurements. Such textures in NWA 2221 correspond to U-S3 to U-S4 or slightly
higher shock stages according to the Stöffler et al. (2018) classification.
LAR 04315 shows higher measured ∑(FWHMχ). Its distinctive textures also
manifest a much more complicated shock history. The development of inclusions and
porosity in large pyroxene grains is referred to as a reduced texture by “smelting process”
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(Warren and Rubin 2010). It has also been reported that LAR 04315 has felsic
components such as felsic glass or silica (McCoy 2005; Warren and Rubin 2010) as
byproducts of smelting process that were reduced by carbon. Silica phase, quartz, has
been successfully identified by µXRD (Fig 4-8C). The smelting process is also
responsible for its high porosity contents as COx gases were released during this reducing
process. Olivine grains show mosaic textures with fewer localized smelting reductions
than pyroxene shows. This smelting process is described as a disequilibrium and
uncompleted process in a rapidly cooling environment and it is “pyroxene-selective”
(Warren and Rubin 2010) indicating the process acts more on pyroxene than olivine.
Such a process is highly possible to be triggered by a large-scale impact with subsequent
depressurization and post shock heating. It is similar to anatexis process near mantle
belts, however it is disequilibrium and rapid (Warren and Rubin 2010). Optical evidence
observed in olivine reveals it to have been shock metamorphosed to form such mosaic
textures, however, individual mosaic subdomains do not show any signatures of strain.
This indicates that olivine grains have been through somewhat of an annealing process
and have resolved their initial shock strains during post shock heating. Such observation
is consistent with its XRD patterns. The dominant 2D patterns as shown in Fig 4-8 are
extreme arcs or asterism and spotty rings. The extreme arcs and asterism are constituted
by row of spots along Debye rings. These spots are from diffracted X-rays by the large
subdomains. Subdomains with similar orientation form arcs and asterism (Fig 4-8D and
E) whereas much misoriented subdomains form spotty rings (Fig 4-8F). Instead of
streaks, these patterns are formed by spots which manifests the subdomains are not
strained. The original strain in subdomains has been completely resolved.
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As demonstrated above, the dominant µXRD patterns of LAR 04315 are asterism,
extremely extended arcs and spotty rings (Fig 4-8), they are collected as diffraction
signals from each subdomain of olivine grains (Fig 4-1 B and C). It is not easy to
reconstruct the initial shock condition of olivine before it was annealed; however, by
summing the results from each subdomain measured with peak fitting analysis, the
measurements can reflect the original shock conditions (before annealing). According to
(Bauer 1979) shock experiments on dunite olivine, rapid annealing process can happen in
20 minutes with temperature at as low as to 700 oC and pressure at 57 GPa (Table 4-3).
The time is much shorter compared to recrystallization. The rapid annealing process
observation on experiment is also consistent with Warren and Rubin’s 2010 study.
Herein, LAR 04315 could have shock stages U-S5 representing a moderate to highly
shock stage according to Stöffler et al. (2018) classification. The representative
∑(FWHMχ) is around 6° to 10°.
Table 4-3 Results of heating experiments of unannealed olivine grains

Experiments had impact pressure 57GPa (Bauer 1979). Olivine grains are extracted
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from dunite samples. Pressure 57GPa is equivalent to S5 in Stöffler et al. 1991 shock
classification or U-S6 in updated classification in 2018. According to Bauer,
annealing process is much faster compared to recrystallization.
ALHA 81101 shows extreme results of ∑(FWHMχ) among all of monomict
ureilites. The unique olivine aggregate texture reveals the possible post-shock
recrystallization of olivine grains. It is still controversial as it was referred as
recrystallization by Bischoff et al. (1999), however, Rubin (2006) argued that they are
produced by annealing process rather than by very high-pressure recrystallization. Such
controversy is produced due to inconsistent appearances of olivine and pyroxene: olivine
seems to be shattered into small grains whereas pyroxene only shows undulatory
extinction that represents much lower shock stages. Recrystallization seems to be a
reasonable textural interpretation for the olivine aggregates in this sample. The
aggregates are individual grains whose grain boundaries are identifiable. These grains are
unstrained showing no undulatory extinction or planar deformation fractures. Original
strains have been completely resolved, and dislocations have migrated to subgrain
boundaries and formed these small grains. On the other hand, besides undulatory
extinction, pyroxene grains are showing extensive development of inclusions. This
texture is similar to pyroxene grains in LAR 04315, which means it should at least have
been through similar or even higher shock pressure (U-S5) and a longer post-shock
recovery process.
Micro-XRD analysis of ALHA 81101 shows extremely elongated streaks along
chi direction (Fig 4-9). It manifests that these new grains still have a somewhat similar
orientation, which is consistent with petrographic observations that shows similar
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interference colors under XPL (Fig 4-9). ∑(FWHMχ) shows large variations (7o - 27o),
and it has highest measurements among all samples. It is reasonable to consider it as a
highly shocked case.
The other notable textures in ALHA 81101 are the microstructures of grain
boundaries of olivine aggregates (Fig 4-9C). In metamorphic rocks, ideally grains are
fitted together to their neighbour leaving no voids so that the minimum surface areas
could form and yield smallest grain boundary tension (Hobbs et al. 1976). In the case of
ureilites, they develop into large-angle triple junctions (120o) which indicates it reaches
high degrees of textural equilibrium (Rubin 2006). This texture has been observed in
many ureilite samples between large olivine and pyroxene grains (Goodrich 1992;
Goodrich et al. 2004; Rubin 2006). However, such textural equilibrium is not observed
on the olivine aggregates in ALHA 81101 (Fig 4-9C). Instead of typical triple junction
textures, these small polycrystallites show serrated grain boundaries. The serrated grain
boundaries have been found in quartzite or quartz mylonite (Hobbs et al. 1976). The
migration of grain boundaries may indicate that deformation took place at higher
temperatures or lower strain rates (Hirth and Lothe 1968; Hobbs et al. 1976). In this
case, solid-state diffusion becomes important and deformation proceeds at high density of
dislocations locally in subgrains or subdomains (Tullis et al. 1973; Hobbs et al. 1976).
Preexisting grain boundaries migrate quickly and produce these serrated grain boundaries
(Hobbs et al. 1976).
This may also be the case for EET 87720, however, the grain size of aggregates is
much smaller, which makes the micro-textures hard to identify. As EET 87720 is a
brecciated polymict ureilite, it represents an assemblage of the top layer on the UPB after
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impacting with both indigenous materials and exotic materials injected during the event
(Goodrich et al. 2004; Bischoff et al. 2006; Stöffler et al. 2018). It is possible that the
polymict ureilites went through much faster drop of temperature, forming fine-grained
aggregates.
Clasts in polymict ureilites have been extensively studied by Ikeda et al. (2000) in
Dar Al Gani (DaG) 319. Classification of clasts based on their petrographic properties
has been carried out from the study. It has seven major groups with 24 types of lithic
clasts and 22 types of mineral clasts (Ikeda et al. 2000; Goodrich et al. 2004). Type A,
which is coarse-grained mafic lithic clasts, has been observed in EET 87720. Based on
the magnesian content of olivine and type of pyroxene, the type can be further divided
into three subgroups. Type A1 is monomict-like materials however, A2-A3 are nonmonomict materials but they are still considered as indigenous. Type B, fine-grained
mafic lithic clasts, have been also observed in EET 87720, and it is the dominant type in
the sample we have in this study. Further mineralogical study of olivine and pyroxene
can constrain their sub-types. For Type B clasts, although the sub-type is not yet
determined, according to Goodrich et al. (2004), all sub-types could be considered as
non-monomict ureilite-like indigenous materials.
Micro-XRD analysis of different type clasts in EET 87720 shows streaks for
coarse-grained olivine (Type A, Fig 4-10D) and “spotty” rings for fine-grained olivine
aggregates (Type B, Fig 4-10E). The spotty ring patterns from Type B grains are
distributed homogenously along the chi-direction (Fig 4-10E). It indicates these
aggregates are extremely fine-grained and have been completely misoriented after shock,
and no pre-shock orientation is retained. For such case, it is no longer possible to measure
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their FWHMχ or ∑(FWHMχ) and to restore their shock state. Therefore, FWHMχ and
∑(FWHMχ) measured in this study are from Type A clasts solely. FWHMχ is 1°- 6° and
∑(FWHMχ) is 2.5°-15°. The results may not be representative for the whole rock as they
are only for Type A clasts. Shock state for Type B clasts, non-monomict ureilite-like
indigenous materials, cannot be determined at this point. Herein, if we only consider
Type A clasts shock state, EET 87720 should have at least a higher shock history similar
to LAR 04315. The results from both measurements are organized in Fig. 4-11.
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Figure 4-11: Results of and FWHMχ (upper) and ∑ (FWHMχ) (lower). ∑(FWHMχ)
plots show results from peak fitting, and FWHMχ show results from EVA. Y axis is
in degree. Only low to moderate shock ureilites and one polymict sample are
measured by EVA. Although a trend is not obvious for EVA results, polymict
ureilite, EET 87720, still shows slightly larger measured streak length and larger
variation. ∑(FWHMχ) plot shows an increasing streak length with respect to the
increase of shock according to their petrographic properties, among which, M-L
Group (low shock) ureilites have similar measurements, LAR 04315 shows higher
results, and ALHA 81101 shows extreme results with large variation.

4.5.2

Sample origin and their location in the ureilite parent body

The samples in this study can be categorized into following subgroups: monomict low to
moderate shock ureilites (EET 96042, NWA 7059, Shişr007); monomict moderate shock
ureilites (NWA 2221 and LAR 04315); monomict high shock ureilite (ALHA 81101) and
polymict ureilite (EET 87720). In these groups, monomict low to moderate shock
ureilites represents most of ureilite samples, they are coarse-grained and have high degree
textual equilibrium syn- or post-shock with some shock features. These samples are
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representative to their parent body or parent bodies conditions: high degree of partial
melting with impacts from catastrophic shock events. Samples at shallower distance to
the parent body surface would have experienced much more severe shock effects,
monomict moderate shock samples, NWA 2221 and LAR 04315, show such effects.
They have coarse-grained olivine and pigeonite grains, however these grains show much
more obvious shock effects: strong undulatory extinction, mosaic textures and larger ∑
(FWHMχ) results. LAR 04315 is much closer to its parent body surface compared to
NWA 2221, however no post-shock features are observed on subgrains of LAR 04315,
the shock features recorded on this sample could be the last shock event on ureilite parent
body. ALHA 81101, monomict high shock ureilite should be very close to the surface.
Shock features recorded by this sample indicate the conditions of higher shock pressure
and rapid cooling rate. Serrated grain boundaries provide interesting evidence to show its
post-shock recovering process at higher temperature in the form of solid-state diffusion.
It indicates, after the major shock events, that hyper shock pressure was released rapidly,
and kinetic energy was transferred into heat. At the meantime, rocks nearing surface had
a period of time to resolve the strains at a high temperature. On the surface, this period of
time was much shorter. It is shown by Type B clasts, extremely fine-grained olivine
aggregates, in polymict ureilite EET 87720. The short cooling time was not sufficient for
the damaged olivine grains to form the aggregates as that in ALHA 81101, as the results,
these olivine grains formed this ground matrix like aggerates in this sample.
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4.5.3 Full-width-half maximum measurements with respect to
increasing shock
As established above, FWHMχ and ∑(FWHMχ) show a relationship with respect to
shock in olivine. With increasing shock in ureilite, olivine grains show different textures:
weak undulatory extinction (EET96042), undulatory extinction (NWA 2221), mosaic
textures (LAR 04315), and annealing textures or shock recrystallization (ALHA 81101
and EET 87720). FWHMχ is not made for these with annealing or shock recrystallization
textures due to low efficiency and accuracy. ∑(FWHMχ) is made for all samples with all
types of textures except for fine-grained olivine aggregates in EET 87720. It reveals a
positive relationship with increasing shock. The other notable observation is the
increasing of variation. As shown in the error-bar plot, measurements are much
constrained for low to moderate shock samples (M-L group ureilites), and the variations
are greater from NWA 2221 to ALHA 81101 (M-H ureilites). It indicates that
heterogeneity of shock is widespread in ureilite samples, especially in highly shocked
ones, and it becomes noticeable in EET 87720.
FWHMχ shows larger variations compared to ∑(FWHMχ), because ∑(FWHMχ)
measured not only symmetrical peaks but also complex peaks after integration along chidirection. For low to moderate shock cases (M-L ureilites), the trend of FWHMχ or
∑(FWHMχ) is not clear and well-defined. They are likely to be similarly shocked. With
petrographic observations made in this study and acquired by literature research, a
preliminary scheme for shock state of ureilites can be established from low shock to high
shock for monomict as well as polymict ureilite based on XRD analysis (Table 4-4).
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Although ureilitic olivine is heterogeneous for its composition such as Fo of
olivine is from ~76% - 92% (Goodrich 1992; Goodrich et al. 2004), it does not show
much difference in FWHMχ or ∑(FWHMχ) with respect to the variation of chemical
composition for low to moderate shock samples (Fig. 4-11, Fig. 4-12). As shown by Fig
4-11 and Fig 4-12, the variation of measurements for low to moderate shock samples is
small. It indicates that the measurements are consistent to each other despite the grains
may have variation in their chemical composition. However, as shock effect is increased,
the variation of measurements gets significant (e.g LAR 04315 and ALHA 81101).
Multiple reasons can cause such variation such as much more complex XRD patterns due
to heavily deformed crystal lattice or difference of the number of peaks in empirical
models. As the study did not systematically examine the chemical variation with respect
to FWHMχ or ∑(FWHMχ), the role of chemical difference in micro-X-ray excitation
volume for ureilitic olivine is not clear. Rigorous study on FWHMχ and ∑(FWHMχ) with
changing of chemical composition on the same shocked sample would help to solve the
problem.
Table 4-4 Preliminary classification scheme of shock state of ureilites by in-situ
micro- X-ray diffraction on olivine
Shock Stages

~U-S3

U-S3-U-S4

U-S5

~U-S6

At least U-S5

Representative

Shişr 007

NWA 2221

LAR 04315

ALHA 81101

EET 87720

Samples in
this study

EET96042
NWA 7059

Type of
ureilites
Textures

Monomict
Silicate
darkening,
irregular

Silicate
darkening,
irregular

Silicate
darkening,
irregular
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Polymict
Olivine develops
extensive
annealing

Olivine grains
have different
appearance:

fractures,
weak
undulatory
extinction.
Large
grains
forming
triple
junction
textures

fractures,
undulatory
extinction,
Large
grains
forming
triple
junction
textures

fractures,
olivine starts to
show mosaic
textures and
signatures of
annealing.

textures, including
shock
recrystallization.
Olivine shows
small aggregates
with their original
grain boundaries
rimmed. Extremefine grained
silicates appear
interstitially as
dark phases
under microscope.

coarse-grained
angular
shaped and
fine-grained
aggregates.
Fine-grained
aggregates
may
completely
misoriented

2D XRD
pattern

Spots

Streaks
and spots

Streaks, and
asterisms

Extensive streaks,
asterisms, and
spotty rings

Spotty rings
and streaks

FWHMχ (°)

1-2.5

<3

N/A

N/A

1-4

∑(FWHMχ)(°)

2.5-4.5

4.5-5.5

6-8

>10

5-8

Variation of
measurements

Small

Small to
moderate

Moderate

Large

Moderate

Extensively
development of
undulatory
extinction in
pyroxene, and it
also develops
inclusions

*Petrographic observations are not made for NWA 7059 and Shişr 007 as they are
slab samples in this study. Textures for these two samples are mainly from
Meteoritical Society, Meteoritical Bulletin Database:
https://www.lpi.usra.edu/meteor/metbull.php.

4.5.4 Olivine lattice plane effects of shock
As shown in Table 4-2, excluding lattice plane (131), the data shows an
increasing trend with increasing shock. The results from peak fitting show the clear
increasing trend. No systematical variation in FWHMχ or ∑(FWHMχ), which means
these olivine lattice planes were deformed similarly during shock. Fig 4-12 shows error
bar plots for the most shocked 25% of the population, with the highest FWHMχ values
for EVA and peak fitting. It represents measurements from the most damaged grain
lattices. However, the results for low to moderate shock samples are not consistent in 4-
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12A and 4-12B. Top 25% error bar plot of Peak fitting is more constrained with smaller
deviation. Peak fitting results could be more reasonable for this case, as it measured
individual FWHM in asymmetrical peaks whereas EVA only measured the peaks with
maximum intensities.

A
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B

Figure 4-12: Plot of top 25% of measurements. 4-12A is top 25% for EVA
measurements and the 4-12B is top 25% for peak fitting. Y axis is in degree. The
trends from EVA and peak fitting are not consistent, the results from 4-12B could
be more reasonable as it measured individual FWHM in asymmetrical peaks
whereas EVA only measured the peaks with maximum intensities.

4.5.5 Using diamonds as shock indicator
In this study, it avoids using diamonds as shock indicators. Only one sample,
Shişr 007, has shown possible signatures of diamonds or diamond – lonsdaleite system by
Raman and XRD analysis. Although the 2D XRD patterns for the diamond signatures
may be suspicious that the potential spots for diamonds at 51o and 92o are not distinctive
from other minerals. Nevertheless, spots for olivine and pyroxene are also similar in that
2D pattern, herein we cannot rule out the possibility of diamonds suggested by XRD.
It has been revealed by various study that diamonds can be formed in different
ways. Recent models explaining its origin include impact peak pressures that induce the
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transformation from graphite to diamond, partial melting and chemical gas condensation
processes (Goodrich 1992; Le Guillou et al. 2010; Miyahara et al. 2015). Hence, it
usually needs other supporting evidence that shows the signature of high-shock stage to
make the conclusion of high shock state with the appearance of diamonds. For example,
Grove Mountains (GRV) 052382 was identified as a highly shocked sample by BingKui
et al. (2010) because it showed fine-grained aggregates of olivine, compositional
diversity of pigeonites, vesicles in the pigeonite grains, and diamonds that could result
from shock-induced transformation.
Miyahara et al. (2015) argued that, because of a lack of supporting evidence from
other textures, sample Almahata Sitta MS-170 should have mild to moderate shock stage
(up to S3) and the unique large diamond found in MS-170 ureilite might be formed by
other processes such as diamond formation and growth by slow core nucleation in a
terrestrial planetary body or via chemical vapor deposition processes in the solar nebula.
In this work, despite Shişr 007 showing diamond signatures, it is believed to have
a mild shock history according to its textures and results from FWHMχ and ∑(FWHMχ).
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Chapter 5

5
•

Conclusion and Future Work

Among seven samples, we believe Shişr 007, EET 96042, and NWA 7059 have
mild shock histories (U-S3); NWA 2221 has slightly higher shock history up to
U-S4 LAR 04315 has moderate to high shock history up to U-S5 and ALHA
81101 has at least U-S6 shock history. Polymict ureilite in this study, EET 87720,
should have at least U-S5 shock history as that is its “minimum shock state”.
Although Shişr 007 shows a diamond signature, according to its petrographic
properties and FWHMχ and ∑(FWHMχ), it is less likely to have been highly
shocked.

•

Carbon rich ureilite Shişr 007 has potential signatures of diamond or lonsdaleite
confirmed by Raman and micro-XRD. The shock analysis of olivine based on the
results of FWHMχ and ∑(FWHMχ) suggests that it has a mild shock history. We
do not suggest using diamonds as a highly shocked signature for ureilites.

•

Although olivine has been through a series of changes texturally from large grains
to small olivine aggregates, pyroxene grains seem less affected by shock.
Pyroxene in ALHA 81101 only shows strong undulatory extinction with
development of inclusions. Such texture may only indicate a moderate shock
history up to U-S4. The inconsistency makes it difficult to interpret the exact
shock experienced by this sample. It is worthwhile in future work to conduct
XRD analysis on ureilitic pyroxene as well. By comparing the results of ureilitic
olivine and pyroxene, it can help to further elucidate the shock history for samples
like ALHA 81101.
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•

Full-width-half-maximum in chi, especially upgraded ∑(FWHMχ), is consistent
with petrographic observations. It can be a helpful approach for shock study
which is complementary to petrographic studies. Olivine has been extensively
studied in this study, but the results might change according to different selected
minerals. As Izawa et al. (2011) has studied pyroxene grains for enstatite
chondrites and Pickersgill et al. (2015) has studied plagioclase for shocked lunar
and terrestrial samples, combining these studies can help to develop a much more
extensive survey for investigation of shocked minerals and their related shock
stages by using in-situ micro-X-ray diffraction.

•

The peak-fitting method, as it is designed in a user-friendly fashion, can be easily
applied to other shocked samples for XRD analysis or spectroscopic analyses (e.g.
Raman) in order to measure their peak locations and intensities. In the future, I
will continue designing and updating its algorithms and improving its fitting
ability as well as efficiency. The outcome of this work will be the complete
software package of peak fitting analysis.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Diffraction patterns for seven samples

Shisr_007_01

Shisr_007_02
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Shisr_007_03

Shisr_007_04

135

Shisr_007_07

Shisr_007_09

136

Shisr_007_10

Shisr_007_11
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Shisr_007_12

Shisr_007_13

138

Shisr_007_14

Shisr_007_17

diamond-lonsdaleite
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Shisr_007_18

Shisr_007_19

140

Shisr_007_22

Shisr_007_25

141

Shisr_007_26

Shisr_007_27

142

Shisr_007_28 (Part 2, 01)

Shisr_007_29 (02)

143

Shisr_007_30 (03)

Shisr_007_31 (04)

144

Shisr_007_32 (05)

Shisr_007_34(07)

145

Shisr_007_36 (09)

Shisr_007_37 (10)

146

Shisr_007_38 (11)

Shisr_007_39 (12)

147

Shisr_007_41 (14)

Shisr_007_43 (16)

148

Shisr_007_44 (17)

Shisr_007_45 (18)

149

EET 96042

EET_96042_57_01_004

EET_96042_57_01_005

150

EET_96042_57_01_006

EET_96042_57_01_007

151

EET_96042_57_01_008

EET_96042_57_01_009

152

EET_96042_57_01_010

EET_96042_57_01_011

153

EET_96042_57_01_012

EET_96042_57_01_013

154

EET_96042_57_01_014

EET_96042_57_01_015

155

EET_96042_57_01_017

EET_96042_57_01_018

156

EET_96042_57_01_019

EET_96042_57_01_020

157

EET_96042_57_01_021

EET_96042_57_01_022

158

EET_96042_pt2_01 (23)

EET_96042_pt2_02 (24)

159

EET_96042_pt2_03 (25)

EET_96042_pt2_04 (26)

160

EET_96042_pt2_06 (28)

EET_96042_pt2_07 (29)

161

EET_96042_pt2_08 (30)

EET_96042_pt2_09(31)

162

NWA 7059
NWA_7059_09

NWA_7059_10
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NWA_7059_13

NWA_7059_16

164

NWA_7059_19

NWA_7059_20

165

NWA_7059_24
Pigeonite and olivine

NWA_7059_25
Positively olivine

166

NWA_7059_30
Olivine, Ferroan forsterite,
Pigeonite,
Some metal oxides

NWA_7059_31

167

NWA_7059_Run2_02

NWA_7059_Run2_05

168

NWA_7059_Run2_06

NWA_7059_Run2_07

169

NWA_7059_Run2_08

NWA_7059_Run2_09

170

NWA_7059_Run2_10

NWA_7059_Run2_11

171

NWA_7059_Run2_12

NWA_7059_Run2_13

172

NWA_7059_Run2_14

NWA_7059_Run2_15

173

NWA_7059_Run2_16

NWA_7059_Run2_17

174

NWA 2221

R2 OH

R2 OJ

175

R2 OK

R2 OZ

176

R2 ZZ

NWA 2221 R3 01

177

NWA 2221 R3 02

NWA 2221 R3 03

178

NWA 2221 R3 04

NWA 2221 R3 05

179

NWA 2221 R3 06

NWA 2221 R3 07

180

NWA 2221 R3 08

NWA 2221 R4 01

181

NWA 2221 R4 03

NWA 2221 R4 04

182

NWA 2221 R4 05

NWA 2221 R4 06

183

NWA 2221 R4 08

NWA 2221 R4 09

184

NWA 2221 R4 11

LAR 04315

LAR_04315_01

185

LAR_04315_02

LAR_04315_03

186

LAR_04315_04

LAR_04315_05

187

LAR_04315_06

LAR_04315_07

188

LAR_04315_08

LAR_04315_09

189

LAR_04315_10

LAR_04315_11

190

LAR_04315_12

LAR_04315_13

191

LAR_04315_14

LAR_04315_15

192

LAR_04315_16

LAR_04315_17

193

LAR_04315_18

LAR_04315_19

194

LAR_04315_20

LAR_04315_21

195

LAR_04315_22

ALHA 81101

ALHA_81101_01

196

ALHA_81101_02

ALHA_81101_03

197

ALHA_81101_04

ALHA_81101_05_pigeonite

198

ALHA_81101_06

ALHA_81101_07

199

ALHA_81101_08

ALHA_81101_09

200

ALHA_81101_10
Targets 10 to 13 are within
olivine polycrystalline that
was originally big grains
forming triple junction

ALHA_81101_11

201

ALHA_81101_12

ALHA_81101_13

202

ALHA_81101_14

ALHA_81101_15

203

ALHA_81101_16

ALHA_81101_17

204

ALHA_81101_18

ALHA_81101_19

205

ALHA_81101_20

ALHA_81101_21

206

ALHA_81101_22

ALHA_81101_23

207

ALHA_81101_24, pigeonite,
large grain

ALHA_81101_25

208

ALHA_81101_26

ALHA_81101_27

209

ALHA_81101_28

ALHA_81101_29

210

ALHA_81101_30
Possible to have carbon phases.
Evidence might be spots at 52.215, they are distinctive from
previous pigeonite rings.
Previous pigeonite did not have bright spots at 52.215.
Similar spots are also observed at 99-100 with lower
intensity.

ALHA_81101_31
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ALHA_81101_32
Another example of appearance
of graphite: bright spots at ring at
52.206.
If only pyroxene appeared, it
would not have bright spots.
Similar to Target_30.

ALHA_81101_33
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ALHA_81101_34

ALHA_81101_35
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ALHA_81101_36

ALHA_81101_37
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ALHA_81101_38

ALHA_81101_39
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ALHA_81101_40

ALHA_81101_41
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ALHA_81101_42

ALHA_81101_43

EET 87720
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EET87720 01

EET87720 02
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EET87720 03

EET87720 04
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EET87720 05

EET87720 06
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EET87720 07

EET87720 09
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EET87720 10

EET87720 11
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EET87720 12

EET87720 13
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EET87720 14

EET87720 15
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EET87720 16

EET87720 17
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EET87720 18

EET 87720 19
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EET 87720 20

EET 87720 22
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EET 87720 23

EET 87720 24
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EET 87720 25

EET 87720 26
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EET 87720 27

EET 87720 28
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EET 87720 29

EET 87720 30
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EET 87720 31

EET 87720 32
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EET 87720 33

EET 87720 34
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EET 87720 35
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Appendix B: Optical microphotographs of thin section samples
EET 96042

EET 96042
PPL

XPL

A large pigeonite grain shows round inclusions. It also shows exsolution laminae.
Fractures are developed.

EET 96042
PPL

XPL

Pgt

Ol

Pgt

Triple junction

Ol

Triple junction

Contact of large pigeonite and olivine grains that defines triple juncture texture (right
corner).
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NWA 2221

NWA 2221
PPL

Pgt

Pgt

XPL

Pgt

Pgt

Ol

Ol
Ol

Ol

Figures show large olivine and pigeonite grains in NWA 2221. They define typical
ureilite texture: the triple junction textures. Irregular fractures are developed in these
large grains. Grains boundaries also show shock darkening.

LAR 04315

LAR 04315
PPL

XPL

Pgt

Pgt

Ol

Ol

Figures show a large pigeonite grains with extensive development of subhedral
inclusions. Olivine grains show mosaic textures. Olivine grains show zoning like fringing
textures along subdomains grain boundaries.
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LAR 04315
PPL

XPL

Figures show mosaic olivine grains and pale grey pigeonite grains. Olivine subdomains
have different sizes, small aggregates appear interstitially.

ALHA 81101

ALHA 81101

Pgt

PPL
Ol

Pgt

XPL

Pgt

Ol

Pgt

Ol

Ol

Figures show small olivine aggregates with original grain boundaries still identifiable as
well as a large tabular shaped pigeonite grain (left). These olivine aggregates are
unstrained with serrated boundary contacts.

ALHA 81101
PPL

XPL

Ol

Ol

Figures show small olivine grains with their rimmed grain boundaries.
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ALHA 81101
PPL

XPL

Pgt

Pgt

Ol

Ol

Figures show a tabular shaped pigeonite grains with inclusions (middle). It is
surrounded by olivine aggregates.

EET 87720

EET 87720
PPL

XPL
Ol

Ol

Ol

Ol

Figures show fine-grained olivine aggregates as well as some large clasts (RHS). They
are representative textures of this sample

EET 87720
PPL

XPL
Ol

Ol

Ol

Ol

Figures show different appearance of olivine grains: large clasts and fine-grained
aggregates.
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EET 87720
PPL

XPL

Pgt
Ol

Ol

Ol

Pgt
Ol

Figures show large clasts of olivine grains as well as a clast of pigeonite grain (middle).
The pigeonite grain show extinction in direction under XPL.
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Appendix C: Olivine micro-X-ray-diffraction (!XRD) data
analysis of full-width-half-maximum in chi direction
(FWHM%) measurements on peak-shaped plots of moderate
and highly shocked meteorite samples
Manuscript for Advanced Mineralogy and Crystallography Project
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Abstract
Measuring full width at half height of peaks has been proved as an effective approach to
examine and quantify degrees of strain-related deformation in shocked meteorite
samples. Peak–shaped plots can be integrated from streaks or spots or asterisms on
GADDS images along chi direction, and full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) can be
measured directly by EVA. It is possible to have overlapped peaks that could result from
non-uniform strained crystal lattices, however, in this case, EVA is no longer available to
make individual measurements for these asymmetrical peaks. Instead, it will measure the
width based on wherever background baseline is determined. Sometimes even
background is poorly defined, which will make the result less reliable and consistent.
Peak fitting by using the Lorentzian function in Matlab is capable of separating
overlapped peaks from asymmetrical peaks. This method was first applied on olivine Xray diffraction (XRD) data of moderate shocked NWA 2221 ureilite sample to test its
ability to fit asymmetrical peaks. The results from the testing showed overall larger
FWHM values compared with measurements from EVA. In this project, this method is
applied to analyzing two meteorite samples with different shock levels, Shelburne and
Etter respectively, of their olivine grains at (130) lattice planes. Shelburne was classified
as moderate shocked (S3), and Etter was classified as highly shocked (S5) by previous
studies. This project will compare the results from two methods of measuring FWHM,
and it will also give some suggestions on peak fitting analysis while dealing with noisy or
asymmetrical peaks. In the end, the study will provide discussion on the effectiveness of
the peak-fitting method and the reliability of its results, and further constraints will also
be discussed on purpose of finalizing this approach.
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Introduction
1.1 Background
Full-width-half maximum (FWHM) of peaks integrated along chi direction from
micro-X-ray diffraction (XRD) data is a useful tool to analyze strain-related deformation
on the crystal lattice. This approach has been applied on various materials including
shocked meteorite samples as well as terrestrial samples to study their deformation at
crystal scale.Studies on shocked enstatite chondrites and lunar plagioclase grains revealed
that FWHM is closely related to shock degrees. (Flemming 2007, McCausland et al.
2010, Izawa et al. 2011, Pickersgill et al. 2015).
The conventional way of measuring FWHM is commonly done by EVA. It
provides a fast and direct approach to making the measurements by defining measuring
areas and baselines of background. It is efficient especially for smooth and symmetrical
peaks because the background is clear and peak shapes are simple. Nevertheless, it
becomes somewhat problematic when dealing with noisy peaks and asymmetrical peaks.
Noisy peaks are peaks with low signal to noise ratio (SNR), and they tend to have an
unbalanced background (Fig.1a). It is uneasy for EVA to define baselines in this case,
which would result in less accurate measurements. Asymmetrical peaks are peaks that are
hybrid with multiple individual peaks that are overlapped and stacked with each other
(Fig.1b). The reason for the issue could be non-uniform strain deformation on crystal
lattices (Hörz and Quaide 1973, Vinet et al. 2011). EVA does not have the function to
separate each peak from bulk peaks to make measurements. Instead, it will measure the
width of half height at wherever the background is defined. It would possibly result in
smaller apparent values compared with actual values.
Programming in Matlab is possible to separate overlapped peaks and to make
individual measurements of FWHM. This programming work was primarily done and
tested on NWA 2221 olivine X-ray diffraction data at (130) and (112) lattice planes. To
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improve the fitting ability and to check the validity of the method, two more meteorite
samples, Shelburne and Etter respectively, are tested in this project.

Fig1a

Fig1b

Fig.1a shows an Etter scan with unbalanced background and low SNR. Fig 1b shows overlapped peak
from Etter, it has slightly better SNR. Black arrows are indicating background baselines and measurements
of width at half height of peaks by EVA. Top left images are targeting images for micro-XRD analysis, and
top right are GADDS images. Picture credits to Mineralogy Lab at the Western University (2011).

1.2 Sample Selection
Shelburne is a moderately shocked meteorite with S3 shock level (Fig.2a). It has
an observed falling-event in 1904 in southern Ontario area (Wilson and McCausland
2012). It was classified as ordinary chondrite (L5) by previous studies (van Drongelen et
al. 2010). Etter is a highly shocked meteorite (Fig.2b) that can be recognized by the
appearance of maskelynite. It was classified as highly shocked (S5) ordinary chondrite
(L3) (Chen and El Goresy 2000, Sato et al. 2000). The XRD data for both meteorite
samples was initially collected by Mineralogy Lab at Western University in 2011 April.
Multiple lattice planes of olivine were identified and used to measure FWHM. In this
project, data for (130) lattice plane is primarily chosen to run the peak-fitting program in
Matlab.
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Fig.2a

Fig.2b

Fig.2a

is scanned sample images of Shelburne showing chondrite materials in A and old cut face in B. Picture
credit is van Drongelen et al. (2010). Fig.2b is targeting image of Etter for micro-XRD analysis in
Mineralogy Lab in April, 2011. The credit is to Mineralogy Lab at the Western University (2011).

Method
2.1 Mathematical Background
Programming work is primarily done in Matlab. Conventional Lorentzian
equation (Eq.1) is adapted to this program.
-78
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34. 6
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In this equation, x0n is the offset peak center position, 9n is the coefficient of peak
width and In determines peak intensity. Typically, the apparent intensity is believed to be
mainly from noise and signal function (as in Eq.2) (Mierzwa and Pielaszek 1997).

:(() = ;-<=>?(() + &>=A-BC(()
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34. D

Since Eq.1 does not involve any background calibration, it is important to have an
assumption that the noise function is greatly smaller than signal function, then it is safe to
assume that signal intensity is approximately equal to apparent intensity as shown in Eq.3
and Eq.4.

;(() ≪ &(()
&(() ≅ :(()

34. F
34. H

2.2 Data Preliminary Process
EVA directly exports XRD data as .dat.counts file. It is the same format as the
.dat file, and EVA exports intensity counts in this format. Shelburne has 33 scans, and
Etter has 16 scans. Preliminary processes are required before peak fitting, and this
procedure is done by Matlab (EVA can do it as well). The algorithm needs to start from
and to fit background area, therefore, changing the offset intensity of baseline for the
overall scan to/ or near zero can dramatically improve the algorithm for fitting peaks. It is
done simply by subtracting or adding an Y value to all scan points. It will not change
shapes of peaks. It is possible to have an unbalanced background, especially for low SNR
peaks, in this case, the baseline of an area where main peaks are located needs to set near
zero. No smoothing process is used in this project as it potentially causes signal loss.
2.3 Input Initial Guesses
After preliminary processes, one needs to input initial guesses to run the codes.
Depending on number of fitting peaks, it will generate 1 X n matrix of initial guesses.

[91, x01, In, …, 9n, x0n, In]
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Eq.5

The order is followed by the coefficient of width, center position, and intensity.
Theoretically, there is no restriction for initial guesses; however, to obtain optimal fitting
results, the estimates should be as close as possible. Normally, the coefficient for width
is between [0,1]. For peaks that have broad shoulders or limbs, the values can be greater
than one. Input Intensities should be smaller than the apparent intensities as the apparent
ones are overlaid results from multiple peaks. These numbers are readable from peak
plots.
The codes are programmed to calculate the FWHM automatically after one
satisfies the results. Currently, in this project, three parameters are recorded to evaluate
the goodness of fit and to monitor shapes of peaks, they are R-squared values, root-meansquared error (RMSE), and the ratio of the sum of intensity and the sum of FWHM. The
effectiveness of these parameters will be discussed at the end.

Results
3.1 Peak Fitting for Shelburne
Table 1a and 1b organize the FWHM measurements for Shelburne from both
EVA and peak fitting. Single (130) lattice planes could have multiple measures;
therefore, 33 scans include measurements from 21 (130) lattice planes. They are reported
in Table 1a and Table 1b respectively. One scan was too noisy to do any analysis by peak
fitting. Hence, 32 out of 33 are processed for Shelburne. Overall peak fitting results are
showing larger values compared with results from EVA. Both techniques have large
STDEV.
Most of Shelburne scans have considerably smooth peak shapes with relative
higher SNR. Both asymmetrical and pseudo-symmetrical peaks (Fig.3a & 3b) appear in
Shelburne scans. 3-5 Lorentzian peaks are adequate to fit most of the scans. The Rsquared values are between 0.98 to 0.99 and RMSE can be as low as 30 for good fits.
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Low SNR noisy peaks usually are fitted by a smaller number of peaks, because signals
and background noises are becoming less separable, the R-squared values usually around
or slightly below 0.98 for good fits in this case.

Fig. 3a (left) Asymmetrical peak in Shelburne. Fig.3b (right) A typical “pseudo-symmetrical” peak with
high intensity. It is similar to symmetrical peaks however it has bumps on its tail and shoulders.

An intensity index number is the ratio of the sum of intensity versus the sum of
FWHM. It aims to provide a reference in terms of “good peaks” and “bad peaks.”
Systematic analysis is required to quantify this number, in this project for Shelburne,
smooth peaks tend to have larger index number (>800).
Table 1a. Shelburne FWHM results from EVA and peak fitting

The table is organized by numbers of (130) lattice planes.
Table 1b. Shelburne FWHM results from EVA and peak fitting
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*Table is organized by numbers of measurements in original EVA data scans.
3.2 Etter
Table 2a and 2b presents the results of FWHM measurements for Etter from both
EVA and peak fitting. Similarly, Etter also has multiple measurements from single (130)
lattice plane; therefore, the results are reported in two tables with the same manner as
Shelburne respectively. Again, peak-fitting provides larger values compared with EVA,
and both have large STDEV. Peak-fitting analysis processes 15 out 16 scans in this
project.
Most scans from Etter have low SNR noisy peaks, only one fifth of them have
relatively good smooth shapes. These peaks have high intensities (Imax > 1600). Rsquared values for Etter around 0.97 can be considered as a good fit, for some extreme
cases, this value can be as low as 0.87. Intensity index numbers for most of Etter scans
are around or below 100. The number can rise above 200 for higher intensity peaks, but it
is still a small number if compared with intensity index of Shelburne.

Fig.4a (left), peak with broad limbs and steep shoulders. Fig. 4b (right), peak-fitting results. A
large broad peak is used to fit the overall peak shape, and three more peaks (main peaks) overlap
on the broad peak and create the unique shape of the bulk peak. The FWHM for the broad peak is
10.9 and for the rest three peaks is 4.1. The average intensity for this peak is 607.0.

Broadened peaks are observed in Etter scans (as Fig 4a and 4b). These peaks
elevate overall intensity including background and have extreme large FWHM. They are
common in low SNR peaks. The origin of broadened peaks is not clear yet, and they can
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be instrumental or from fine-grained crystals due to high shock effects or from both.
They are suspicious compared with other peaks, therefore in Table 2, “Peak Fitting
(total)” means the results from all peaks including broadened peaks while “Peak Fitting
(major)” means the results only from peaks that are not suspicious (without broadened
peaks). A short discussion at the end will provide some preliminary analysis regarding
the relationship of broadened peaks and intensities.
Table 2a. Etter FWHM results from EVA and peak fitting

*The table is organized by numbers of (130) lattice planes.
Table 2b. Etter FWHM results from EVA and peak fitting

*Table is organized by numbers of measurements in original EVA data scans.
Discussion
4.1 Comparison of FWHM Measurements
As demonstrated above, peak fitting is providing larger measurements compared
with EVA. Fig.5a is the quantile-quantile plot (q-q plot) for results of Shelburne. The
rotation patterns of q-q plots are similar. Results from EVA show larger deviation from
standard distribution when measurements are large or small values. Peak fitting results
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show a better match with the normal distribution, but it still deviates when measurements
are too big or too small. It means that results from peak fitting for Shelburne are
somewhat close to the actual values in comparison of EVA. However, it could have
overestimating issues when it comes to larger and smaller values. The third plot of
Fig.5a shows the agreements between two methods, and deviation is becoming larger for
big values.

a.

b.

Fig.5a (left) is q-q plots for Shelburne. The top plot is results from EVA; the medium one is results from
peak fitting, and the bottom one is FWHM from peak fitting versus EVA. Fig. 5b (right) is showing q-q
plots for Etter. The top one is results from EVA, the medium one is results of main peaks from peak fitting,
and the bottom one is results of total peaks from peak fitting. As shown in Fig. 5b medium plot, main peaks
from peak fitting has better fit with standard distribution compared with EVA (the top plot in Fig. 5b). The
total peaks plot has better fit of values near mean with standard distribution (the medium plot in Fig. 5b).

Fig. 5b shows q-q plot of results for Etter. Similarly, the q-q plot of peak fitting of
main peaks (excluded broadened peaks) is indicating a slightly better match with standard
distribution for larger measurements. Rotation pattern is changed for peak fitting of total
peaks (as in the third plot), but it has the better match for values close to mean.
Fig. 6 is showing the comparison of two methods for Etter. Fig.6a is peak fitting
of main peaks (excluding broadening peaks) versus EVA, and Fig. 6b is peak fitting of
total peaks (including broadened peaks) versus EVA. Because of effects of broadened
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peaks, measurements of FWHM for total peaks are increased; therefore Fig. 6b is
showing larger deviation for measurements with bigger values. In contrast, Fig.6a shows
better agreement with EVA.

a.

b.
Fig. 6a (top) is q-q plot of FWHM of main peaks (excluding broadened peaks) and results from EVA. Fig.
6b (bottom) is q-q plot of FWHM of total peaks (including broadened peaks) versus EVA, and it shows
larger deviation for big measurements.

4.2 Reliability of Peak Fitting for Pseudo-Symmetrical Peaks and Noisy Peaks
4.21 Pseudo-Symmetrical Peaks
As discussed in Method chapter, since no correlation is adapted to fitting function
(Eq. 1), it is crucial to peak intensity. When the program starts to fit raw data, it does not
have the ability to distinguish signal intensities from noise intensities, and it fit the
apparent intensity. Therefore, theoretically, the fitting results should always be bigger
than the real signal intensities. Nevertheless, when noise intensities are ignorable, it is
safe to assume fitted peaks is approximately equal to signal intensity (As shown in Eq. 2,
3, and 4).
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Hence, peak fitting method is considerably reliable when handling with highintensity peaks especially for obviously overlapped peaks as shown in Fig1a. The results
are becoming suspicious when dealing with “pseudo-symmetrical” peaks because the
signatures for overlapped peaks are less distinguishable as they are merging. The result
is somewhat subjective and mostly depend on the person who is doing peak fitting.
Criteria that are used in this project is based on peak shapes, bulk intensities, R-squared
values and RMSE. Following example shows effects of different numbers of fitting
peaks on above criteria.
Shelburne 20 A is a typical example of “pseudo-symmetrical” peak. It has high
intensity (Imax >12000) with high SNR and smooth peak shape. The intensity
contribution from noise is ignorable. Fig. 7a, b, and c have three, four and five fitting
peaks respectively. Table 2 organizes the criteria that evaluate fit in this project. As
shown in Fig.7a, three peaks result in overestimate of maximum intensity from the single
peak. When increasing numbers of peaks, the overall intensities are starting to fit the
original data, and the RMSE is dropping from 102 to 59.9. However, the potential issue is
large FWHM measurements from overestimation by fitting too many peaks.
Single peak fitting certainly produces smaller values compared with actual values
(as the case in EVA). It is because, in this case, small bumps merged in the main peaks
cannot be ignored as their intensities are considerably high and are great higher than
noise intensities (e.g. Ibumps in Fig.5a are higher than 2000). It is arguable that how many
peaks are adequate to gain a reasonable measurement, and a cut-off number is needed.
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Fig. 7a, b, and c are showing effects of different
numbers of peaks on bulk peak intensity, peak shape
and evaluation criteria. It is a scan from Shelburne
20 A, a typical “pseudo-symmetrical” peak.
Numbers of fitting peaks are arguable in this case.
Comparison of each criteria is organized in
following table.

Table 3. Effects of Numbers of Fitting Peaks.

4.22 Noisy Peaks
Noisy peaks are peaks with larger noise intensities, in this case, Eq.3 may fail.
Hence, intensity contribution from noise function may not be ignored as signal intensities
are not large enough and are less distinguishable. Peak fitting method always fits bulk
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intensities; herein the results would be considerably bigger than real values. Broadened
peaks also appear in this case, as discussed in Chapter 3, which would dramatically
increase values of FWHM. The measurements made are becoming more suspicious.
Fewer peaks should be used to fit raw data to avoid overestimation issue.

;(() ≪ &(() (34. F) → ;(() < <K ~ &(()
Broadened peaks require further investigation to determine the origin, however,
based on current analysis, they are certainly related to peak intensities. In a post-process
of peak fitting for Etter, these broadened peaks are separated from the total peaks, and
FWHM for the rest peaks (so called main peaks) are re-measured. A ratio of new FWHM
(main peaks) and total FWHM (total measurements) are generated. As the ratio is close to
1, it means the contribution from the main peaks are getting bigger, in contrast, the
effects from broadened peaks are becoming smaller. This ratio is plotted as a function of
overall peak intensities. This is a preliminary analysis of the broadened peaks only based
on current data. Improving intensity may help to avoid broadened peak issue and increase
reliability of results from both EVA and peak fitting.

Fig.8a (left) Plot of main/total FWHM ratio versus average intensity. Fig.8b (right) Plot of main/total
FWHM ratio versus highest intensity. The red spot is an extreme example for low intensity peaks that other
main peas are no longer distinguishable from broadened peaks, therefore, only one peak is used to fit the
data.

4.3 Summary and Tips on Peak Fitting
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Based on the current study, some tips may help improve the reliability when one is doing
peak fitting:
•
•

•

•

Overall, the number of fitting peaks should be as small as possible, because it is
easy to have overestimation issue.
For high intensity and smooth “pseudo-symmetrical” peaks, numbers of fitting
peaks are still arguable. However, small bumps on peak shoulders or limbs also
have high intensities. If they are clearly higher than the background, ignoring
would potentially have signal loss problem.
For noisy peaks, one should use as less as possible peaks to fit the raw data,
because the assumption of noise function and signal function is no longer held
(Eq. 3). Now it is becoming extremely sensitive to overestimation issue, add extra
peaks will dramatically enlarge the measurements.
Improve peak intensities if one can. It can potentially avoid broadened peak issue,
which makes results more reliable no matter for EVA or peak fitting.

Peak fitting technique can be helpful to get close to true values. It is favorable for highintensity peaks, and asymmetrical peaks that overlapped peaks can be clearly
distinguished individually, the results gained from these peaks should have a high
reliability. Fig.9 shows the comparison of the measurements regarding the two different
methods. In this plot, Etter is using FHWM from main peaks since the origin of
broadened peaks is still not clear. Peak-fitting results for Shelburne may have higher
reliabilities because of high SNR, and Eq.3 &4 are yielded.
Fig.9 Scatter plot of FWHM from two methods. As demonstrated above, peak fitting always providing
larger values. Peak-fitting results for Shelburne may have higher reliabilities because of high SNR and no
occurrence of broadened-peak issue. Etter is using FWHM from main peaks in this plot.

5. Future Work
5.1 Time-Changing Micro-XRD Experiments on Known Shock Stage Meteorites
This is an idea being brought up during a face meeting with Dr. Phil McCausland
and Dr. Roberta Flemming. Ideally, a series of micro-XRD experiments will be
conducted on known-shock-stage meteorites with various targeting time. The peaks
generated from these experiments would have various intensities with changing peak
shapes. Because width and height determine shapes of peaks, by measuring FWHM and
height of these peaks, it will help to develop a cut-off value to determine what kind of
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peaks should be ignored during peak fitting or measuring FWHM. It would help future
work on thesis projectt.

5.2 Quantify Shock Stages for Ureilite Samples.
This is a long-term goal for the thesis project. A suite of ureilite samples will be
examined by micro-XRD, and shock stages will be determined by both petrographic
observation and micro-XRD analysis. Olivine with multiple lattice planes will be
primarily analyzed. If finalized peak-fitting method is proved to be efficient and reliable
after time-changing experiments, it will greatly help to quantify the shock stages for
ureilites or even for other meteorites.
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